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AbstractModern composite steel framed structures possess a high degree of redundancy. Thisallows them to survive extreme res without collapse as there are many alternativeloadpaths which can be used to transfer load away from the re aected part of thestructure as demonstrated in the Broadgate re. Subsequent tests carried out on theCardington frame showed that it was not necessary to apply re protection to all steelbeams. It was possible to leave selected secondary beams without re protection. In theevent of a re this results in large deections due to thermal expansion and materialdegradation, however, in a re where serviceability requirements do not need to bemet this is acceptable so long as life safety is ensured. The weakening beams andlarge deections result in a change in the load transfer mechanism with load beingcarried through tensile membrane action in the slab. This thesis presents a method forcalculating the membrane load capacity of composite oor slabs in re.Extensive numerical modelling at the University of Edinburgh has shown that thetemperature distribution through a structural member greatly eects the deectionand pattern of internal stresses and strains. Theoretical solutions were produced tocalculate the structural response of laterally restrained beams and plates subject tothermal loads. The theoretical deections and internal forces were shown to comparewell with those from numerical models.To determine the membrane load capacity of concrete oor slabs in re a three-stagedesign method was developed. Initially the temperature distribution through the slabwas calculated for the design re. From this the deection of the slab and resultingstress and strain distributions in the steel reinforcement due to the thermal loads werecalculated using equations from the theory developed previously. Failure of the slabwas dened based on a limiting value of mechanical strain in the reinforcement, thisstrain corresponded to a limiting deection. The load capacity of the slab at the limiting
deection was calculated using an energy method. When compared against results fromnumerical models the ultimate load capacity was shown to be accurately predicted.None of the re tests carried out on the Cardington structure reached failure. Althoughdemonstrating the inherent strength of such buildings this was also a major shortcomingas it was not possible to dene the point of failure. The design method developed wasused to calculate the membrane load capacity of four of the six Cardington tests. Allfour tests were shown to have had a signicant reserve capacity with none being closeto failure.
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1.1 Background to the projectEvery year the economic and personal costs of re are immense. It will never be possibleto prevent res from occurring thus the aim of the re safety engineer is to reduce therisk presented by re to acceptable levels. Traditionally used prescriptive methods forstructural re safety design are based on the results of re resistance testing of singlestructural elements. They do not consider the complex interactions that occur betweenelements in a real building or alternative loadings that occur due to thermal stresses.Using these methods it is impossible to quantify the actual level of re safety in anybuilding.To gain a better understanding of the real structural behaviour of modern compositesteel-framed buildings in re a series of six full-scale tests were carried out on an eightstorey steel frame structure at the Cardington Large Building Test Facility (BRE).These demonstrated that such a structure was capable of withstanding extreme reswithout the need to apply re protection to all of the steel beams. Numerical modellingof the tests showed that the behaviour in re was dominated by restraint to thermalstrains and that the amount of applied load and material softening from heating did notsignicantly aect the response until close to failure. The large deections generatedby thermal strains produced a deected shape in the oor slab which could ecientlytransfer load away from the re aected part of the structure through membrane action.This consisted of tensile membrane action in the centre of the slab and compressive1
membrane action at the edges (often referred to as the compressive 'ring').Theoretical methods describing tensile membrane action at ambient conditions extendthe traditional yield-line approach used for concrete slab design. Where these havesubsequently been extended to the re scenario they have not altered the deectedshape or failure denition. In a re the large deections experienced make it unlikelythat yield lines would form in a slab, failure will more likely be caused by rupture ofthe reinforcement over supports.1.2 Research aimsIt is generally agreed that membrane action is the nal load carrying mechanism inoor slabs exposed to re but before a structural re engineer can utilise this strengththey must be able to quantify it. The aims of this research were therefore threefold: To produce analytical methods describing the membrane behaviour of compositeoor slabs. To produce a method which allowed the membrane strength of a composite oorslab to be quantied reliably. To analyse the Cardington tests to determine how near they were to failure.1.3 Outline of thesis chaptersChapter 2 Structural Fire Safety DesignTraditional methods of determining the structural re resistance of structural elementsare described and the shortcomings of prescriptive design methods in current designcodes are highlighted. Principles of performance based design methods are summarised.The material properties of steel and concrete at the high temperatures experienced ina re are described.
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Chapter 3 Behaviour of Composite Steel Framed Structures in FireExperimental investigations of structural behaviour in re and real building resbefore the Cardington tests are detailed. The Cardington re tests are described andthe subsequent theoretical and numerical studies of structural behaviour in re aresummarised. Performance based design methods developed in the United Kingdomand New Zealand for the design of composite oor systems are described.Chapter 4 Analytical Methods to Describe the Behaviour of Structures subject to Ther-mal EectsSolutions are presented for the analysis of laterally restrained beams and plates subjectto thermal loading. Equations are given which can be used to determine the deectionof the element and the resulting membrane stress and strain distributions.Chapter 5 Proposed Method for Ultimate Limit State Design of Concrete Floor Slabsin FireIn this chapter a new design method for calculating the ultimate membrane loadcapacity of a composite oor slab in re is proposed. The method considers both thethermal and applied loads and uses an energy method to determine the load capacitybased on a limiting value of mechanical strain in the steel reinforcement.Chapter 6 Numerical Analysis of Concrete Floor Slabs in FireThe results of a series of parametric studies that were carried out on a range of slabsare presented. These are then compared against those from theoretical analyses of thesame slabs using the method presented in Chapter 5. The ultimate load capacity ofthe slabs and the forces in the reinforcement bars are studied.Chapter 7 Limit State Analysis of the Cardington Fire TestsFour of the six re tests carried out on the Cardington building were analysed using theproposed new design method for calculating the ultimate load capacity of compositeoor slabs. For the applied loads used in the tests the theoretical and experimentaldeections were compared. Finally the ultimate load capacity of the test layouts werecalculated to determine how near to failure they were.Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future Work 3
Chapter 2
Structural Fire Safety Design
2.1 IntroductionThe re resistance of a structural element has traditionally been determined througha re resistance test. Some modern design codes also allow re resistance to bedetermined analytically using calculations based on the assumption that materialdegradation is the primary cause of structural failure in re. This chapter discussesthe re resistance test, methods of calculating re resistance in design codes and thematerial properties of steel and concrete at elevated temperature. The membranebehaviour of concrete slabs and performance based design are also examined.2.2 Design of structures for reThe re resistance of a structural element measures its ability to resist re. For abuilding to be considered safe the re resistance of the structure must be greater thanthe calculated re severity [18]:-re resistance > re severity (2.1)Three variables can be used for determining whether the condition in Eqn. 2.1 is met;time, temperature or strength. Traditionally time has been used to determine whethera structural element has sucient re resistance. If the time to failure of a structural4
element is greater than the re duration then it is deemed to have passed. Alternatively,the temperature of a structural element can be limited to ensure that it is below thatwhich would cause failure. Assessment of the strength of the element ensures thatduring the re the load capacity of the member is greater than the applied load.Many factors aect the re resistance of any element, such as the material, geometry,boundary conditions and the re design load. Traditionally the re resistance ratinghas been determined through full-scale testing, however, modern design codes mayallow alternative methods based on existing test results or calculation methods. Thereare three main categories of re resistance rating; proprietary ratings apply to aspecic product such as a type of oor, generic ratings apply to typical constructionmaterials, or alternatively the re resistance can be determined using an approvedcalculation method. The re severity will depend among other things on the re load,the compartment geometry and the available ventilation.2.2.1 Fire resistance by testingDevelopment of the re resistance testFire tests have been carried out in some form since the 1790s [19] when The AssociatedArchitects in London carried out tests on two oor re-proong systems. Up to about1900 re tests were all ad hoc with no standard methodology or method of assessingthe results. With the recognition that a standard method of testing was required therst permanent re testing facilities were built in London in 1899 and three years laterin the United States. The British tests stated two criteria that should be met for aoor to be satisfactory; collapse should not occur and ames must not show throughthe oor. From 1906 the deection of the oor was also measured, however, no limitwas imposed.At this time the re that was applied to the oor was not specied. Each testing facilityhad their own method of representing the temperature evolution of a re over time.Typically this consisted of a temperature which must be applied for a certain lengthof time. The British Fire Prevention Committee was the rst to propose a standardmethod that was widely accepted by the testing community [20]. Published in 1903 it5
consisted of only one table specifying the test length and the minimum length of testfor three classes of required re endurance.An American standard for oors followed four years later and specied that an averagetemperature of not less than 926oC was to be maintained for 4 hours. Success wasachieved provided no ame or smoke passed through, collapse did not occur and at theend of the test there was no permanent deection greater than 1=96 the length of theelement.Neither of these two standards considered the heating rate during a test and this ledto a revised American standard being proposed in 1917. This contained a speciedtemperature-time curve based on the results of tests carried out in New York in 1902.The curve did not bear any resemblance to the actual temperature-time curve in a realbuilding re and was constructed without any knowledge of what this might look like.This was partly as the variables that controlled the re temperature were not knownat this time.Current re resistance testsFire resistance testing in Britain is currently carried out to BS476 Part 20 [21]. Testsare carried out in a furnace, the temperature of which is controlled by the rate offuel supply. Over the duration of the test the rate of fuel supply is altered so thatthe temperature-time curve follows that of the BS standard re curve which can bedescribed mathematically as:-T = To + 345log(0:133t + 1) (2.2)where T is the temperature of the combusted gases, averaged from a number of pointsin the furnace, and t is the time of the re in seconds.The actual re exposure of the element is a function of the properties of the wallslining the testing furnace. Radiative heat ux is the primary mode of heat transfer sofurnaces with a low thermal inertia will rapidly heat the element whereas those with ahigh thermal inertia will take much longer. It is unlikely that two furnaces would becapable of giving the same test result [22].6
Boundary conditions in a test to BS476 should be similar to those found in theconstruction. If they are unknown, however, then they are taken to be simplysupported.BS476 assesses the re resistance of the structural element being tested in terms ofthree criteria:- load bearing insulation integrityTesting the insulation ensures that the temperature rise on the unexposed surface ofthe element does not become too large. Similarly, it is essential that the structuralintegrity of the element is maintained so that the re can not spread through cracksthat may occur. There are two possible modes of load-bearing failure:- the maximum deection exceeds L=20 the rate of change of deection exceeds L2=9000d (mm/min)where L is the length of the element being tested and d is the depth.Limitations of re resistance testingIn its current form the standard re resistance test is unscientic and does not representrealistically the conditions found in a re. It was recognised in the 1920s that thetemperature-time curve used was inappropriate as it is not representative of a real re.A number of re tests were carried out by Ingberg [23] in an attempt to measure actualre temperatures in real oce res. From these Ingberg concluded the only variablethat aected a room re was the fuel load and so rooms with dierent fuel loads wouldrequire dierent temperature-time curves. To get around this he introduced his `equalarea severity hypothesis' which states that it was the area under the temperature-timecurve that mattered rather than the curve itself. If two res have the same area underthe curve then they can be said to have been of equal `intensity'. This was seen to7
justify the use of the standard temperature curve and formed the basis of the currentre resistance test. Ingberg's hypothesis is scientically incorrect, however, as theradiative heat ux that an element is exposed to is a function of T4 [22].The test only considers individual elements and is not suitable for testing structuralassemblies that would allow the eect of interaction between sets of elements and theirboundary conditions to be studied [24]. This is extremely limiting as it has been shownthat only a small amount of restraint has a signicant eect on the structural responseof a single structural element to re [15]. As it is dicult to determine the level ofrestraint that will occur elements are often tested with simply supported boundaryconditions. Ignoring any restraint will result in the strength of the tested element tore being underestimated.Finally, the load-bearing failure criteria of the test are inappropriate. Dening a limitingdeection in terms of element lengths at ambient temperatures ensures safe design,however, in a re this is not a suitable approach. Due to the large strains causedby thermal expansion, large deections do not necessarily correspond to large anddamaging mechanical strains. Using a failure deection of L=20 equates to a limitingstrain of only 0.6%. A beam could be at this deection limit and yet still have a largereserve of strength as all of the strain could be due to thermal expansion.Despite the many aws of the re resistance test in its current format it is still widelyaccepted. This is primarily because no building is known to have failed that has shownthe method to be unsafe prior to the recent failures at the World Trade Centre complex,particularly WTC 7 where the failure was solely due to the re.2.2.2 Fire resistance by calculationBritish StandardsBS5950-Part 8 [25] provides recommendations for determining the re resistance ofsteel structures. It considers the re limit state to be an accidental limit state whichallows non-permanent imposed loads to be reduced using appropriate safety factors asshown in Table 2.1. The code species two performance criteria which should be met:-
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1. Members should maintain their load capacity for the required period of reresistance.2. Integrity and insulation requirements should be maintained.If the steel member has been hot-rolled then, as an alternative to testing, the reresistance can be determined by calculation. Two methods are described either of whichmay be used, these are the limiting temperature method and the moment capacitymethod. Both make use of the load ratio concept:Load ratio R = Load at re limit stateLoad at ambient conditions (2.3)Columns, tension members and beams with low shear load may be designed using thelimiting temperature method. The limiting temperature is dened as the temperatureof the element at failure in a re. If this is not less than the design temperature (thetemperature of the element at the end of the required re resistance period in a re testto BS476) for a given load ratio then the element can be left unprotected, otherwiseprotection is required. For common lengths of re resistance period tables within thecode specify the design temperature for elements of dierent section size. The limitingtemperature is a function of the load ratio, the temperature gradient, the stress proleand the dimensions of the section.An alternative method of design is the moment capacity method and this can be appliedto beams with either plastic or compact webs. The moment capacity of the section canbe calculated if the temperature prole through the section is known. If this is greaterthan the applied moment at the re limit state then the member can be left unprotected.BS5950-Part 8 was the rst design code to allow the re resistance of a member to bedetermined by calculation, however, it has a number of limitations:1. it only allows use of the standard re2. it does not consider structural continuity or interaction with the surroundingstructure3. it can only be used for hot-rolled sections9
Load fDead load 1.00Imposed loads:a) permanent 1.00b) non-permanent1) in escape stair and lobbies 1.002) all other areas 0.80Wind loads 0.33Table 2.1: BS5950-8 load factors for re limit stateBS5950-Part 4 [26] covers the design of composite oor and roof slabs. It allows their reresistance period to be taken as 30 minutes if simply-supported and with no protection.Where there is continuity over supports then this can be taken advantage of to give ahigher capacity provided that the reinforcing steel has sucient ductility. Calculation ofthe load capacity is carried out assuming a exural failure with unlimited redistributionof moments allowed. A minimum slab thickness based on the geometry of the slabensures that the topside of slab does not get suciently hot that re will spread to thecompartment above. To ensure that the re cannot spread by ames travelling throughcracks the proled steel sheeting must form a continuous membrane.BS8110 provides rules for the design of concrete structures [27]. The methods providedfor design for re in BS8110-Part 2 [6] are very similar to those for steel. Threemethods are allowed; use of tabulated data, re testing or the use of re engineeringcalculations. The code recognises that the re resistance of a complete structure willnot be the same as that of the individual members and that continuity of reinforcement,composite construction and redundancy will lead to improved re performance.The most straightforward method is the use of tables and these contain minimumdimensions of the element and minimum cover to the main reinforcement for commonperiods of re resistance. Account is taken of the type of concrete (dense or lightweight),whether it is reinforced or pre-stressed and the end support conditions. The values arebased on data from testing and aims to limit the temperature in the main reinforcingbars such that it does not exceed 550oC at which point it will have lost 50% ofits ambient temperature strength. Abridged versions of these tables are included in10
Load fDead load 1.05Imposed loads 1.00Table 2.2: BS8110-2 load factors for re limit stateBS8110-Part 1 [27] which is the general section of the code.The use of re resistance calculations are only allowed for members carrying loadthrough exure. It is stated that the behaviour of such elements in re is governed bythe compressive strength of the concrete and the tensile strength of the reinforcement atelevated temperature. No consideration is given to forces or deections induced by thechange in temperature. When carrying out such a design the safety factors as shownin Table 2.2 are dierent from those contained in BS5950-Part 8 for steel buildings.Unlike the steel code no distinction is made between permanent and non-permanentimposed loads and a safety factor of 1 is used for both. The dead load is increased by5% from ambient.EurocodesThe Eurocodes dene two performance requirements for re resistance; mechanicalresistance and compartmentation. Depending on its role a member will be designed tomeet either one or both of these criteria. Where mechanical resistance is required itis stated that `the member will be designed and constructed in such a way that theymaintain their load-bearing function during the relevant re exposure'. There are fourallowable methods which can be used to determine the re resistance of a structure orpart thereof:1. Global structural analysis2. Analysis of parts of the structure3. Member analysis4. TestingThe design methods presented in the Eurocodes are more general than in the BritishStandards. Simplied methods similar to those in the British Standards allow a quick11
analysis to be carried out using either tables or simple calculations but they also providescope for more complicated methods to be used as long as they analyse the structuralbehaviour using fundamental principles of structural mechanics. Compatibility betweenall parts of the structure must be ensured and the analysis should include geometricalnon-linearity and thermally induced strains and stresses due to temperature rises andthermal gradients. This gives the engineer the opportunity to use advanced numericalmodels or alternative design methods as they are developed.Eurocode 2 Part 1.2 [28] covers design of concrete elements against re. The tabulateddata is presented in a similar fashion to BS8110 with minimum concrete thicknesses andreinforcement covers being specied. Consideration is given to the boundary conditionsof the slab (1-way or 2-way spanning) and if 2-way spanning then the required coveris dependent on the aspect ratio. Slabs with an aspect ratio between 1.5 and 2.0 arerequired to have more cover than those with an aspect ratio between 1.0 and 1.5.Determining the re resistance using the simplied calculation method is dierent tothat in the British Standard. The hottest part of the concrete cross-section is ignoredwith the amount of concrete that is ignored depending on the temperature distributionthrough the member and the number of surfaces exposed to the re. Reduced materialproperties should then be used to determine the load bearing capacity.Simple calculations for the analysis of structural steelwork for re can be carried out intwo ways according to Eurocode 3 [29]. The strength of the member can be determinedby calculating the design resistance using reduced material properties. Alternatively,the critical temperature of the element can be determined based on the utilisationfactor of the element in ambient conditions. The higher the utilisation factor the lowerthe critical temperature.Advanced analysis techniques meeting the same requirements as for analysis of concretestructures can also be used for the design of individual members, sub-assemblies orentire steel structures.2.2.3 Passive protection methodsA re engineer has a number of passive methods available to limit the temperature risein a steel element exposed to re. The choice of system will depend on the required12
re resistance, weight, aesthetics, durability and cost eectiveness.Concrete encasement is a traditional method of re protection and was the mostcommon up to the late 1970s. [30]. The approach is expensive, takes a lot of timeto apply and the nish is very bulky with a resulting increase in the weight of thebuilding. Prescriptive codes generally provide tables stating the required thicknessof concrete for a given re resistance rating. An advantage of encasement is that incorrosive environments the re protection is still maintained.Rigid boarding, spray-on materials and intumescent paints now account for 85% of there protection market [31]. Use of spray-on cement based materials [32] provides thecheapest form of protection for steel members. Fibres added to the mix ensure thatit holds together. It is easy to apply the protection especially to complicated detailsat connections, however, it is a wet-process which is messy and the nish cannot bedecorated making it unsuitable for exposed members. An alternative is the use ofboarding which is usually manufactured from either gypsum plaster or calcium silicate.The boards are tted by attaching them to a frame, usually made of metal or wood,that sits on the steel member being protected. Although slower to install and moreexpensive than spray-on systems they are easy to construct and the installation is adry process. Use of boarding allows the protected surfaces to be decorated so it is oftenused for columns which are usually exposed. If hollow steel sections are used then theycan be lled with concrete. The concrete draws heat away from the steel exterior andas the steel weakens can start to carry the load. This method results in there being noexternal protection and is particularly suitable for use in seismic regions.In comparison to cement based protection, organic coating methods require a thinnerprotective layer and are more resistant to mechanical damage [33]. For oce buildingsthe most popular organic method of providing protection is the use of intumescentpaints which provide many advantages over the methods previously discussed,particularly from an aesthetic perspective. It is commonly used on exposed steelframes as it has the same appearance as a normal decorative paint. When heated theintumescent, which is normally an epoxy-based material, expands at a temperature ofapproximately 200oC to form a protective foam barrier [34]. The expanded foam hasa low thermal conductivity which limits the temperature rise of the steel underneath.Paints, although relatively expensive, have a number of advantages over other13
protection systems; they can be quickly applied and do not take up much space. Asthey can be applied o-site the construction period can be reduced [31] (re protectionapplication is usually on the critical path of a project) and quality control improved.It may be necessary to apply several coats, however, to obtain the necessary reresistance rating.For a concrete structure or a concrete slab in a steel-framed structure the requiredre resistance is usually achieved by limiting the temperature rise in the reinforcementbars. Normally the concrete cover provides sucient insulation but if not it is possibleto apply external protection such as boarding or plaster. This may be necessary if itis required to limit the weight of the structure. When external protection is used itis possible to calculate an `equivalent concrete layer' which would provide the samedegree of protection to the reinforcing bars [35].2.3 Design of concrete slabs incorporating membrane be-haviourConcrete slabs are designed to carry load through bending using small-deection theory[27]. A number of dierent methods exist for determining the load capacity of a slab.The yield line method developed by Johansen [36] is one such method and is typical inthat it considers moments and shears and assumes that there are no membrane forcesin the slab. In fact membrane forces will always exist and, in general, they increasethe amount of load that a slab can carry. Membrane enhancement in slabs takes twoforms; compressive membrane action and tensile membrane action. Their developmentis dependent on the degree of restraint along the slab boundaries. The load-deectionbehaviour of both a simply-supported and a laterally-restrained slab are shown in Fig.2.1.Put in g. 5.41 from Wang book........Where a slab has lateral restraint to movement then compressive membrane forceswill rapidly develop if the slab deection is less than its depth. As the slab deectsits edges try to move out and as it is prevented from doing so compressive forces aregenerated creating an arching action between opposite supports. This allows the slab14
Figure 2.1: Load-deection behaviour of concrete slab [1]
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to carry a load considerably greater than that predicted by yield-line theory as shownin Fig. 2.1. Beyond the point of peak load under compressive membrane action thecapacity temporarily decreases as the compressive forces reduce. This could lead to asudden large increase in deection as the slab `snaps through'. Although compressivemembrane action increases the load capacity it is an unstable mechanism and soengineers are not likely to make use of it for standard design. Simply supported slabscannot develop compressive membrane action because they have no lateral restraint.Tensile membrane action is a far more stable load carrying mechanism. At sucientlylarge deection full depth cracks will have developed through the slab. As this resultsin there being negligible bending resistance across any yield lines the load must becarried through tensile forces in the reinforcing bars. If the slab is laterally restrainedthe force is transmitted to the boundary as shown in Fig. 2.2. Failure of the slab occurswhen the reinforcement ruptures due to large mechanical strains. Tensile membraneaction will only occur in strips in the centre of the slab where the deections are highest.Along the edges of the slab where deections are low there are strips where compressivemembrane action is occurring.Although not able to develop compressive membrane action simply supported slabs cancarry load through tensile membrane action. The restraint to the tensile forces in thereinforcement comes through the formation of a `compressive ring' as the edges of theslab try to pull in. Figure 2.3 shows the position of the ring around the boundary ofthe slab, however, the degree of restraint provided by the compressive ring has neverbeen quantied. The tensile membrane load capacity of the laterally restrained slab islarger than that of the simply supported slab as shown in Fig. 2.1. This is due to thedierence in lateral restraint.Put in g 2.19 from Susan's thesis...........Put in g 2.20 from Susan's thesis...........Many researchers have studied the membrane behaviour of slabs and proposed methodsfor determining their load capacity. Park [37] produced a method for determiningthe tensile membrane behaviour of slabs with fully restrained edges that producedconservative results in comparison with with those from experiments. Recently Eyreproposed a solution to determine the compressive membrane strength of one-way16
Figure 2.2: Tensile membrane forces in a laterally restrained concrete slab []
Figure 2.3: Tensile membrane forces in a simply supported concrete slab []17
spanning and isotropic square slabs [38]. These methods, however, are not suitable fordesigning slabs for ambient conditions. The deection necessary for a slab to developtensile membrane action would not allow serviceability requirements to be satised.Although compressive membrane action does not require such large deections it isnot suitable due to its unstable nature.When designing for re the large deections necessary to develop tensile membraneaction are not such an issue. As re is an accidental state serviceability requirementsdo not need to be met. This has led a number of researchers to develop design methodsfor slabs in re which incorporate tensile membrane action [39, 40].2.4 Performance based designCountries that follow prescriptive design codes do not allow designers any freedom toobtain solutions to engineering problems. Instead the design solution must conform torules which, although easy to use, are very limiting and do not allow innovation. Inthe case of designing for re protection these would specify sprinkler spacing or, for anallowable material, the thickness of protection that should be applied. Materials thatwere not listed could not be used even if they provided better re resistance than thosewhich were.More and more countries are moving to performance based design methods. Whereasprescriptive codes specify a solution, performance based codes specify performanceobjectives. It is the role of the designer to decide how best to achieve these objectives.This allows the engineer to produce a solution that is specic to the problem and socan consider the loss potential or unusual structural layouts. Although the initial coststo the client of a performance based design solution are higher than for a prescriptivedesign the potential savings could be many times this initial outlay.The philosophy of a performance based code can be described as [41]:1. State objectives clearly.2. Specify performance requirements clearly.
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3. Allow any solution which meets these requirements. Also allow the use of newknowledge as it becomes available.These allow the designer to be much more exible in obtaining a solution. In the case ofunusual structures the re engineering approach used will not be one developed to meetthe requirements of more typical buildings. Comparing prescriptive and performancebased codes Hadjisophocleuos et al [42] found that there were three main advantagesof performance based codes:1. they facilitated the use of new knowledge and technology2. they were exible enough to be used in one-o and unusual structures3. they led to cheaper designsA further advantage of a performance based solution is that the design is integratedrather than consisting of a series of systems all designed individually [43]. This willlead to a more cost-eective solution and improved knowledge of the loss potential. Inproducing a prescriptive design the loss potential is unknown.One of the diculties of performance based designs is the diculty in proving that adesign meets the prescribed requirements [?, 44]. This is particularly true in an areasuch as re safety engineering where the technology is developing extremely rapidlyand often the only method of doing this is using complex computer models which havebeen validated against large scale re tests. Approving authorities may be reluctant toaccept a design if they do not have a full understanding of the methods used.Many modern design codes use a multi-level approach to re engineering [18].Objectives are specied and various methods are allowed to achieve these. Generallythese consist of a prescriptive method, an approved calculation method and aperformance based alternative. The Eurocodes [28, 29] have used this approachwhich allows the use of new performance based design methods such as that producedby the SCI for the design of steel framed buildings [45].BS7974 [46] was released in the UK in 2001. The code describes the re safetyengineering philosophy to be adopted for the design of buildings and outlines the19
principles to be used in obtaining a solution. A series of Published Documentsaccompanies the standard and these provide practical guidance on its application. It isintended that the standard, which does not contain methods of calculation but ratherthe intended objectives, will not be required to be updated very often whereas thepublished documents can be updated regularly as new methods of analysis appear [47].Published Document 3 [48] deals with structural design for re. Unlike BS5950 andBS8110 it recognises that the re itself can create loads such as those due to thermalexpansion that need to be considered, however, it allows users to design elements tothese codes. Use of new performance-based methods such as those produced by theSteel Construction Institute are also allowed [45].2.5 Material behaviour at elevated temperatureAt high temperatures the material properties of steel and concrete are considerablydierent to those at ambient. With increasing temperature the strength and stinessof both materials decrease whilst their ductility increases. At a time t in a re the totalstrain  consists of four dierent components: =  (; T ) + th (T ) + cr (; T ; t) + tr (; T ) (2.4)The mechanical strain  is the strain induced by mechanical stresses in a member andis determined by the stress-strain-temperature relationship for a particular material.Thermal strains th are caused by the increase in temperature. Depending on theamount of restraint and the temperature distribution within a member these can inducelarge deformations or stresses. Creep strain cr is caused by the long-term deformationof a material acted upon by a constant load. It becomes more signicant at highertemperatures as materials start to lose their strength. The nal strain component istransient strain, tr, and this only occurs in concrete. It is due to the expansion of thecement paste the rst time the material is heated.The increasing use of analytical techniques for the design of structures against rerequires validated models describing the material behaviour at elevated temperature[49]. It is important that when testing a material the test should be carried out in a20
way that is consistent with the anticipated temperature exposure that will be foundduring a re [18].2.5.1 Material properties of steel under elevated temperatureStress-strain-temperature behaviourFor normal structural design the load capacity of a structural steel element is calculatedbased on its yield stress. Determination of the yield stress is straightforward at ambienttemperatures as it is clearly dened allowing the stress-strain behaviour of steel tobe adequately represented by a simple bi-linear relationship. Up to the yield stresslinear-elasticity is assumed beyond which the steel deforms at constant stress. Withincreasing temperature the stress-strain relationship of steel becomes increasinglynon-linear as can be seen in Fig. 2.4 and both the strength and stiness decrease.Above approximately 200oC the yield point where the the material moves from theelastic regime to the plastic regime becomes less well dened. This requires use of theproof stress concept to dene a yield stress [50]. The yield stress is dened as thatmeasured at a predened strain, typically between 0.2 and 1%.Put in g 8.24 from Buchanan book......Stress-strain curves used for design are based on the results from tensile testing. Todetermine the relationship at an elevated temperature there are two possible methods[51,52]; isothermal testing or anisothermal testing. In an isothermal test the specimenis heated to a constant temperature. Strain is then applied at a constant rate and thestress measured. For anisothermal testing a load is applied and the sample is thenheated at a constant rate. It is necessary to carry out a test with zero load applied sothat the thermal strain-temperature relationship is known. For a given temperature thethermal strain is then subtracted from the total strain obtained from the test to give thestress-strain curve. Neither method gives a realistic representation of the conditionsfound in a re as it is likely that a combination of the two testing methods will befound.Eurocode 3 [3] provides a set of equations describing the stress-strain curves for usein design. These include strain hardening at temperatures below 400oC. The eects of21
Figure 2.4: Stress-strain-temperature relationship for steel [2]increasing temperatures are accounted for by using a set of reduction factors as shownin Fig. 2.5.Put in g 8.30 from Buchanan book.......Thermal expansionThe expansion or shrinkage of a material caused by temperature change is measuredby its coecient of thermal expansion. It is dened as the expansion of a unit lengthof material when its temperature is increased by 1oC: = thT (2.5)where th is the thermal strain and T is the change in temperature of the specimen.Up to a temperature of 700oC the thermal expansion of steel is approximately linearas shown in Fig. 2.6. Between 700 and 800oC a phase change occurs in the steel as itchanges from pearlite to austenite which causes a shrinkage in the steel of approximately22
Figure 2.5: Eurocode 3 reduction factors for yield stress and Young's modulus of steel [3]15%. Although the type of steel does not greatly aect the thermal expansion coecient[52] the shape of the thermal expansion-temperature curve in the region of the phasechange depends on the carbon content [50].When used for design it is normal to assume an average value for the coecient ofthermal expansion. BS5950-Part 8 assumes a value of 14x10 6 [25]. A more thoroughapproach is adopted in Eurocode 3 [3] where a set of three equations is used to describethe thermal expansion strain that occurs in steel up to a temperature of 1200oC. Threeregions are used which allows the eect of the phase change to be incorporated.Put in g. 7.25 from Lie p.142.......Poisson's ratioThe Poisson's ratio of a material is the ratio of its lateral strain to longitudinal strain.Reported values of Poisson's ratio do not appear to vary signicantly with temperature.Clark [53] reports a value of 0.27 at 20oC increasing to 0.31 at 650oC. These results areconsistent with other tests showing a value of 0.34 at 1000oC [50].23
Figure 2.6: Thermal expansion coecient of steel [4]Creep behaviourCreep strains occur when, under constant loading, the deformation of a materialincreases over time. Although not signicant at normal temperature and stress levels,above 400 or 500oC the eect of creep can be signicant. Creep is both temperature-and stress-dependent and the rate of creep strain increases as temperature and stressincrease. EC3 [3] includes creep strain implicitly in its stress-strain curves.2.5.2 Material properties of concrete under elevated temperatureStress-strain-temperature behaviourDue to the composite nature of concrete its stress-strain relationship is highly complexas it behaves very dierently depending on whether it is in compression or tension.Failure occurs by crushing in compression but cracking in tension which leads to adiscontinuous stress-strain curve very dierent from the ductile curve of steel. Itsstrength in tension is typically taken as being 10% of the compressive strength [7]. A24
number of factors aect the strength of concrete such as the amount of cement paste,the type and size of aggregate, the water/cement ratio and the age of the concrete.This also leads to the behaviour being less predictable than that of steel.Figure 2.7 shows the compressive stress-strain relationship of a typical concrete atdierent temperatures. As the concrete is heated the ultimate compressive strengthand Young's modulus decrease, however, the ductility increases [54].Put in g. 9.13 from Buchanan p.241...........
Figure 2.7: Stress-strain-temperature for concrete in compression [5]The simplest concrete models use a bi-linear curve to represent the compressive regionand assume zero strength in tension. Eurocode 2 [5] uses a cubic equation to describethe stress-strain behaviour and the formulation implicitly includes the eects of creep.Eurocode 2 allows the designer to assume the tensile strength is negligible. Figures2.8 and 2.9 show the design values used in BS8110 for the reduction of the concretecrushing strength and Young's modulus with temperature. The dotted line in Fig. 2.9was a later revision added so that the temperature at which the crushing strength andYoung's modulus reach zero are the same.25
Put in g. 9.15 from Buchanan p.243...........
Figure 2.8: BS8110 reduction factors for crushing strength of concrete [6]Put in g. 9.16 from Buchanan p.243...........Thermal expansionThe thermal strain of concrete as it heated depends on the type of aggregate, thequantity of aggregate, the rate of heating and the stress level [55]. Cement pasteexpands up to a temperature of 100oC and then starts to shrink due to waterevaporating and chemical changes in the material. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.10which shows the thermal strains of dierent concrete mixes under heating.Put in g. 15 from Schneider FSJ paper..........The main factor aecting the thermal expansion coecient is the type of material usedfor the principal aggregate [7] and it is common for the thermal expansion-temperaturecurve of the concrete to follow that of the aggregate [2]. In the case of weak principalaggregates such as pearlite and vermiculite, however, they are not strong enough to26
Figure 2.9: BS8110 reduction factors for Young's modulus of concrete [6]resist the shrinking of the cement paste and therefore the thermal strain curve followsthat of the paste.In Eurocode 2 [5] a constant value of 8 x 10 6 is assumed for the thermal expansioncoecient up to a temperature of 1000oC.Poisson's ratioLimited data is available on the eect of temperature on the Poisson's ratio of concrete.In 1985 Ehm [56] carried out a study and found that under ambient temperatureconditions the value of Poisson's ratio is constant up to a load level of approximately70% of the ultimate load. As temperature increases the load level at which the valueof Poisson's ratio starts to increase rapidly decreases as can be seen in Fig. 2.11.Put in g.11 from Schneider FSJ paper............
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Figure 2.10: Thermal expansion strain of dierent concretes [7]
Figure 2.11: Eect of temperature on Poisson's ratio of uniaxially loaded concrete athigh temperature 28
Creep behaviourThe creep of concrete consists of two components; that of the cement paste and that ofthe aggregate. It is the ability of the cement paste to creep that ensures the concretedoes not fall apart due to the thermal incompatibility between the paste and aggregate.Based on an elastic analysis Lea and Stradling [57] predicted that concrete wouldotherwise break down at approximately 100oC.SpallingConcrete is very susceptible to spalling at the high temperatures experienced in are. It is generally thought that spalling is caused by the water vapour released fromthe cement paste during heating [41] leading to high pore pressures creating tensilestresses greater than those which the concrete can tolerate. In this instance spallingis most likely to occur in concrete with a high moisture content and low permeability,however, other factors such as local stresses and dierential thermal expansion betweenthe cement paste and aggregate and concrete and reinforcement also contribute [2]. Itis more likely, however, that spalling is due to restrained thermal expansion [58]. Thiscreates compressive stresses parallel to the exposed surface which are released by brittlefracture of the concrete.2.6 ConclusionCurrent methods of determining the re resistance of steel and concrete structureshave been described. Shortcomings of the re resistance test and simplied calculationmethods have been discussed. The material behaviour of steel and concrete at elevatedtemperatures has been described.
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Chapter 3
Behaviour of Composite SteelFramed Structures in Fire
3.1 IntroductionBefore the Cardington frame tests of 1995/96 a number of other full-scale re testshad been carried out to study structural response to re. In Australia BHP undertooktests for a specic building in Melbourne whilst in Germany, the University ofStuttgart-Vaihingen examined the benets of various construction techniques [59].Although they showed the inherent re resistance of modern buildings the tests werenot thorough enough to allow broad conclusions to be made about structural responseto re.The Broadgate re of June 1990 demonstrated that a modern composite steel-framedbuilding without re protection can withstand a severe re. This led to six full-scaletests being carried out on the Cardington building. From the tests and subsequentnumerical and theoretical studies the structural behaviour of modern compositesteel-framed buildings was much better understood. This has allowed the developmentof performance-based design guidelines for use in the UK [45] and New Zealand [60].
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3.2 Real Building Fires3.2.1 Broadgate Phase 8The Broadgate development in London was a typical modern oce structure consistingof a steel frame with composite concrete oor slabs. During construction a re brokeout in a site hut on the rst level of the building [61]. A re resistance period of90 minutes was required for the building but as construction was not complete thepassive re protection had not been nished whilst the sprinkler system and activere protection were not yet operational. The re lasted for four and a half hours andfor two of these hours the temperatures reached over 1,000oC. Although the structuralelements in an area 20m x 40m needed to be replaced the structural repair costs weresmall and made up only GBP2million out of the total repair bill of GBP25million. Theremainder of the costs were due to smoke damage.Tests carried out after the re revealed that there was no signicant loss of strengthin any of the structural elements as the structural steelwork had not exceeded atemperature of 600oC and the bolts 540oC [62]. There were large deections, however,with columns shortening by up to 100mm and some oor areas being left withpermanent deections of 600mm. It was observed that some of the reinforcing barshad failed and in certain areas the steel deck had de-bonded from the concrete oorslab. Despite all of this there was no structural failure and oor slab integrity wasmaintained.3.2.2 Churchill PlazaIn 1991 a re started on the eighth oor of the Mercantile Credit Insurance Buildingin Churchill Plaza, Basingstoke [59]. Built in 1988 the building was a twelve-storeystructure with a re resistance period of 90 minutes. The columns had passive reprotection in the form of boarding and the composite oor beams had spray appliedprotection. No protection had been applied to the bottom of the composite oor system.As the glazing in the building failed the re spread to the tenth storey. After there there was no permanent deformation of the steel frame. As in the Broadgate rethe steel decking had de-bonded from the concrete in the composite oor. The worst31
aected area of oor was load tested and shown to have sucient strength that norepairs would be needed. The majority of the GBP5 million repair costs were due tosmoke damage and, although visually undamaged, the re protection was replaced.3.3 Fire Tests3.3.1 BHP Fire Tests - William StreetBHP is the largest manufacturer of steel in Australia. In 1990 they carried out a seriesof re tests to assess the response to re of the 41-storey building at William Streetin Melbourne [59]. External steel columns and steelwork around the inner core wereall protected by concrete. The beams and composite deck oor were protected by anasbestos based material and during a refurbishment in 1990 it was decided to removethis. Australian regulations at that time for the required re resistance period of 120minutes would have needed alternative re protection to be applied to the beams andoor and for the sprinkler system to be upgraded. During 1990 the re resistanceof buildings in Australia was under scrutiny and this provided the opportunity todetermine whether the re protection and sprinkler upgrade was necessary for thisbuilding.A total of four re tests were carried out at BHP's Research Melbourne Laboratorieson a specially constructed test building. This consisted of a typical 12m x 12m cornerbay with an adjacent 4m x 4m small oce. Both were furnished with standard ocecontents and furniture.The rst two tests were intended to examine the existing sprinkler system. both showedthat there was no need to upgrade this as it performed satisfactorily. Test three lookedat the behaviour of the unprotected composite slab while the supporting beams hadpartial protection. A maximum atmospheric temperature of 1254oC was reached andafter it had peaked the re was extinguished. During the test a maximum temperatureof 72oC was reached on the top surface of the slab which had no problems supportingthe imposed load.The nal test looked at the behaviour of the composite oor system with the beams leftunprotected. A peak temperature of 1228oC was reached and the re was extinguished32
after this had peaked, the steel reached a temperature of 632oC. The central beamdeected by 120mm but most of this was recovered during the cooling process.It was concluded that with no protection applied to the composite oor or supportingbeams that the building would behave satisfactorily as long as the steel temperatureswere not greater than those achieved during the tests. The steel temperatures werelimited, however, as were shielded by a suspended ceiling which remained intact duringall of the tests.3.3.2 Stuttgart-Vaihingen University Fire TestsIn 1985 the University of Stuttgart-Vaihingen carried out re tests on a four-storeybuilding [59]. A number of dierent construction methods were used in the building suchas partially encased columns, concrete lled columns, water lled columns, compositebeams and various dierent composite oor types. After the re tests the building wasused as oce and laboratory space.For the main re test wooden cribs were used as the re re load. The maximumatmospheric temperature was greater than 1,000oC and the maximum beam temperaturewas 650oC. All of the columns performed well and were left with no permanentdeformation. During the re there was spalling of the concrete inlled webs inthe beams which exposed some reinforcement, however, there was no permanentdeformation. The maximum deection of the oor slab was 60mm.After the re the building was refurbished. The external wall panels were completelyreplaced due to re damage, however, there was little actual structural repair needed.Any damaged areas of the oor slab decking and concrete inll to the beams werereplaced. In addition, the oor was strengthened by placing rebar at the sot andspraying on concrete. The cost of this refurbishment was low.3.3.3 Cardington Fire TestsThe design of the Cardington tests was based on previous tests or real res that hadoccurred. Most inuential was the Broadgate re where no protection had been appliedto the steelwork a tht time the re occurred.33
Test Description Floor area (m2)BS Test 1 Restrained beam 24BS Test 2 Plane frame 53BS Test 3 Corner test 76BS Test 4 Demonstration test 136BRE Test 1 Corner compartment 54BRE Test 2 Large compartment 340Table 3.1: Summary of the Cardington re test programmeThe building itself was intended to be typical of that found in a modern European citycentre oce development [59]. It was a braced frame with a plan area of 21m x 45mand a height of 33m. Across the width there were three bays of 6m, 9m and 6m andacross the length there were ve equally spaced bays. At either end of the buildingwere 4m x 4.5m stairwells and in the centre a 9m x 3.5m lift core.All beams were designed as simply supported and acting compositely with the oor.The oor system was of grade 35 lightweight concrete sitting on a 0.9mm steel deckcontinuous over a minimum of two spans. An A142 anti-cracking mesh was used andthe minimum slab depth was 130mm. Static loading was applied to the oors usingsand bags to provide a total load of 5.48kN/m2.The tests had three objectives:1. To provide data to verify computer models of steel frame behaviour in re2. To demonstrate the behaviour of large scale structures in re3. To provide the basis for the preparation of a more rational design methodologyfor steel framed buildings under re conditionsTo meet these objectives six tests were carried out between January 1995 and July1996. The tests were designed to be complementary and to have increasing levels ofcomplexity. Table 3.1 shows details of the tests and their position within the Cardingtonbuilding is illustrated in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2.
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Figure 3.1: Plan of Cardington test building showing location of the British Steel retests [8]
Figure 3.2: Plan of Cardington test building showing location of the BRE re tests [8]
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British Steel Test 1 - Restrained BeamThis was the simplest test carried out and was intended to study the behaviour of asingle member that was restrained by the surrounding structure. The element beingtested was a 9m long 305x165x40UB acting compositely with the slab. At either end itwas connected to protected columns. A specially constructed gas-red furnace coveringan area of 8m x 3m was used to apply the re load. Heat was applied to the beam overthe middle 8m of its length which left a small length at either end of the beam and thebeam-column connections unheated.Heating took place at a rate of 3-10oC per minute with a maximum beam temperatureof 887OC being recorded. The rate of heat increase was deliberately slow for anunprotected member and was similar to that of a protected member. This was sothat the concrete would reach a higher temperature and the composite action of thebeam and slab would be more evident. At the point of maximum temperature in thebeam the maximum deection was 232mm. The test was stopped when some of thecontrol instrumentation failed. A permanent deection of 120mm was measured aftercooling.After the test was nished it was observed that the beam had buckled just inside eachend of the furnace. There was also evidence of buckling of the beam web and the lowerange in the unheated areas of the beam between the furnace and the connections. Thiswas because of restraint provided by the cooler concrete slab. During cooling fractureof the partial depth endplates occurred at both connections.British Steel Test 2 - Plane FrameThe second British Steel test investigated the behaviour of a plane frame through aslice of the building along gridline B. One of the aims of the test was to look at thebehaviour of both the structure close to connections and the connections themselvesso that the need for protection in that area could be determined. A gas red furnacewas again used to provide the re load and it measured 21m long x 2.5m wide x 4mhigh. Within the furnace there were three primary beams consisting of two 6m long356x171x51UBs and one 9m long 610x228x101UB. The four supporting columns allhad protection applied to within 200mm of the beam-column connections.36
A maximum steel temperature of 830oC was recorded and a maximum beam deectionof 285mm. However, this does not include 180mm of extra deection due to squashingof the columns giving a total deection of 465mm. All of the oors above the squashedcolumns deected by 180mm (see Fig. 3.3) which, in a real building, would haveresulted in them being unusable until the damaged columns were replaced. It wastherefore concluded that columns should be protected over their full height to ensurethat any damage due to a re was localised.
Figure 3.3: Shortening of columns in British Steel Test 2: Plane Frame TestA similar response was observed to that of the earlier test. There was evidence of localbuckling occurring at either end of the primary beams and during cooling the partialdepth endplates had fractured. The bolts on the tab plate connections between theprimary beams and secondary beams had also failed in shear during cooling.British Steel Test 3 - Corner TestTest 3 covered a much larger area than the previous two tests and was intended to lookat the behaviour of an actual re compartment and the membrane action of the oor inredistributing load to the surrounding structure. The test was carried out on a cornercompartment and covered an area of 7.6m x 10m. Within the compartment there weretwo primary beams of which one was external and one internal and three secondarybeams of which two were internal and one was external. Protection was applied to37
the external beams while the internal beams were left unprotected. All of the columnshad protection fully applied including the connections. The re load was supplied fromtimber cribs representing 45kg/m2. This represented a very severe oce re load.During the test a maximum steel temperature of 1,020oC was recorded and themaximum oor deection was 428mm. Local buckling occurred at the end of thesecondary beam where it connected to the primary beam as shown in Fig. 3.4. Nolocal buckling occurred at the end connected to the edge beam as there was insucientaxial restraint. During cooling the partial depth endplates fractured. Between theunheated structure and the test compartment cracking occurred in hogging regions ofthe concrete slab.
Figure 3.4: Local buckling at connections in British Steel Test 3: Corner TestBritish Steel Test 4 - Demonstration TestThe nal British Steel test was intended to show that when subjected to a more realisticre scenario the structural behaviour observed in the earlier tests would still occur. Amuch larger compartment was used with a oor area of 135m2. It was intended that itrepresent an open plan oce and was furnished with computer workstations, modernfurnishings and paperwork. The furniture used as the re load corresponded to anequivalent re load of 45kg/m2 if using wooden cribs. Fire protection was applied toall columns to the height of the slab whilst all other steel work including the externalbeams was left unprotected. 38
A maximum unprotected steel temperature of 1,150oC was recorded. The maximumdisplacement was measured as 640mm. Although there was a large amount of crackingaround the internal column it is thought that this occurred during cooling. Therewere no signs that the structure was near failure. Figure 3.5 shows the permanentdeformations that remained after the structure had cooled.
Figure 3.5: Permanent deformations after British Steel Test 4: Demonstration TestBRE Test 1 - Corner CompartmentThe rst test carried out by BRE was on a 6m x 9m corner compartment. All columnswere protected up to the height of the slab but all beams, including edge beams, wereleft unprotected. Wooden cribs were used with a re load of 40kg/m2. A maximumsteel temperature of 903oC was recorded and a maximum displacement of 269mm. Aftercooling the residual deection was 160mm. Unlike all of the other re tests carried outon the Cardington structure no local buckling occurred during heating and no fractureoccurred in any of the connections on cooling.BRE Test 2 - Large CompartmentBRE's second re test was the largest of all the tests with a total oor area of 340m2.Similar to previous tests the columns were protected to the underside of the slab withall other steelwork left exposed. Wooden cribs supplied a re load of 40kg/m2.39
The windows to the compartment broke early in the test which resulted in a relativelylow maximum re temperature of 746oC but this was sustained for a long period oftime. A maximum steel temperature of 691oC was recorded. During the test themaximum vertical displacement was 557mm which recovered to 481mm after cooling.Most internal beams suered from local buckling of the bottom ange and part of theweb near to the connections. During cooling the partial depth endplates fractured andin one case the web had fractured. In the beam-to-beam connections shearing of thebolts occurred during cooling.3.4 The PIT ProjectIn 1996 a multi-centre research team was awarded funding by the then Department ofthe Environment, Transport and Regions under the Partners in Technology scheme toinvestigate the behaviour of composite steel-framed structures in re [10]. Under thetitle `The behaviour of steel framed structures under re conditions', the stated aim ofthe project was `To understand and exploit the results of the large scale re tests atCardington so that rational design can be developed for composite steel frameworks atthe re limit state'. This was the most comprehensive study of structural behaviourin re undertaken and utilised the experience and knowledge of may dierent bodies.The main partners were Edinburgh University, British Steel (now CORUS) andImperial College and their primary task was developing numerical models of the tests.Theoretical models were developed based on fundamental principles of structuralbehaviour to conrm the results of the numerical models. BRE and the SCI werealso involved with the SCI having the task of producing design guidance based on thenumerical output.3.4.1 Numerical modellingAt the time of the project proposal it was decided that Edinburgh University andBritish Steel would use the commercial nite element code ABAQUS for the modellingof the tests. The reasoning behind this was that a commercial code would havebeen thoroughly veried thus allowing the user to concentrate solely on interpretingthe behaviour of the model. Imperial College provided independent verication of40
the ABAQUS output using ADAPTIC [63], a non-linear structural mechanics codedeveloped inhouse over the previous ten years.At the University of Edinburgh most of the detailed modelling work was undertaken onTests 1 and 3 carried out by British Steel [64{67]. These covered the most importantcases for compartment res. Of the other two tests the plane frame test, Test 2,was unlikely to happen in real life whilst the demonstration test, Test 4, did nothave sucient instrumentation to allow a detailed comparison to be made betweenthe numerical and experimental results. Initially the concrete slab was representedby shell elements and the ABAQUS concrete material model, however, this causedconvergence problems due to the discontinuous stress-strain curve of the concrete. Useof a stress-resultant approach reduces any problems with convergence that may beencountered in a highly non-linear material model due to locally high stresses. Thisled Gillie to develop the FEAST suite of programs which dene the behaviour ofshell elements using a stress-resultant approach [68]. The programs were incorporatedinto ABAQUS as user dened subroutines. FEAST accounted for non-linear thermalgradients, non-linear material behaviour and coupling between membrane and bendingforces. As it could not deal with elastic unloading it was not suitable for studyingstructural behaviour in the decay period of a re. The second stress-resultantapproach to be used was a grillage model. This represented the slab as two orthogonalload-carrying mechanisms using beam elements [69].In applying the temperature loading to the structural models it was found that it wasnecessary to make some assumptions regarding the temperature rise in each element.Models were analysed up to the peak temperature with the non-linear temperaturedistribution represented as an equivalent thermal gradient and mean temperatureincrease as in Fig. 3.6. These were calculated based on a method developed from thecalculation of thermal loads for bridge decks [70].British Steel produced ABAQUS models of all four of their re tests [71{79]. Fourdierent modelling approaches of varying complexity were used from a simple grillagemodel to one which represented the beams using shell elements and so could accountfor local buckling. This showed that the global behaviour of the model was unaectedby such a level of detail thus allowing beams in future models to be represented usingsimpler elements. 41
Figure 3.6: Equivalent temperature distribution used in modelling of Cardington tests[9]Imperial College modelled all four British Steel tests using ADAPTIC [80]. The resultsproduced agreed with both the experimental results and those from ABAQUS models.The Edinburgh University models were validated by comparing them with:- measurements taken during the actual tests of vertical deections, lateraldeections and strains solutions obtained from theoretical studies numerical results from models produced at Imperial College using ADAPTICThese all conrmed that the numerical models captured the behaviour of the tests bothquantitatively and qualitatively.The general trends of the structural behaviour of all the ABAQUS models of Test 1were similar. Any dierence between the results were due to the modelling assumptionsused. These results matched those from Imperial College very closely. Test 3 resultsall agreed well and showed the importance of restraint where even at the edge of thebuilding, although there was little rotational restraint, there was still sucient lateralrestraint for membrane action to develop in the oor slab.3.4.2 Structural response of composite oor systems to reThe structural behaviour of a composite oor system in re was found to be a complexinteraction of membrane and bending forces. Many reports were published detailing42
the full ndings of the PIT project [9, 10, 13, 81]. A brief summary of the behaviour ofsuch systems is provided in this section.At ambient conditions a composite oor slab is designed to carry load through bendingonly. In reality, restraint at the slab edges will lead to considerable compressive forcesdeveloping which help to carry the load through compressive membrane action. Atthe start of a re these compressive forces will increase, particularly in the supportingsteel beams which heat up much more rapidly than the concrete slab. Eventually thecompressive forces in the beam increase suciently that buckling of the lower angewill occur at the supports [10]. The compression comes from three sources; hoggingmoments from the normal design load, restrained thermal expansion and the thermalgradient between the slab and beam creating a hogging moment due to rotationalrestraint. A temperature increase of only 100-200oC is normally enough for localbuckling to occur [81].After buckling of the secondary beams has occurred deections increase rapidly asthermal expansion strains manifest themselves as deections rather than stressesleading to large P- moments. The rotational restraint at the ends of the beam issoon lost as the hogging moments there continue to rise. At approximately 500oC thesteel beam reaches its axial capacity. Beyond this temperature the axial force andP- moments decrease due to material degradation. From this point the load-carryingmechanism of the beam changes [82]. Rather than the load being carried throughexure it is carried through membrane action in the slab. Where the deections arelargest at the centre of the slab tensile membrane action occurs, at the edge of thepanel where the deections are small then compressive membrane action occurs. Figure3.7 shows the section forces in the ribs at dierent positions in the rst British Steeltest. Beyond approximately 800oC the steel beam is so weak that, even in catenaryaction, its load capacity is so small that the slab must carry the load.Put in gure 3.45 from main PIT report................3.4.3 Parametric StudiesAfter the models constructed of the tests had been veried a series of parametric studieswere carried out. These aimed to examine the sensitivity of the models to their input43
Figure 3.7: Forces developed in the ribs during British Steel Test 1 [10]parameters, to identify which factors were the most important when carrying out reresistance design and how they aected the structural response described in Section3.4.2. Four aspects were investigated:- loading section size variation temperature distribution tensile membrane actionThe grillage model of Test 1 was used for the comparisons.Eect of loadingLoading was found to have little eect on the response of the structure until near thepoint of failure [83]. Researchers at Imperial College analysed Test 1 with no load, theactual test load, double the test load and triple the test load [80]. The eect on thetotal displacement was small as shown in Fig. 3.8. Doubling the test load or removingit only produced a variation in the maximum deection of +/- 15%. This showed thatrestraint to thermal expansion was the dominant factor in producing deection.
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Figure 3.8: Eect of load level on deection response of British Steel Test 1 [11]Eect of section size variationChanging the size of the secondary beam was also found to have little eect on thedeection response of the slab [12]. Figure 3.9 shows the experimental results incomparison with those from models with the actual section size and those with a secondmoment of area of -50% and +50%. As would be expected a change in the steel areais reected in the internal forces produced. A larger steel section will produce largercompressions due to restrained thermal expansion and the eect of the P- momentincreases. The opposite is true for the beam of reduced section. The size of thesecondary beam does not have a signicant inuence on the development of tensilemembrane action in the slab as by that stage of the re the section is very weak dueto the high temperatures.Eect of temperature distributionThe most extensive parametric study looked at the eect of the temperaturedistribution within the slab on its structural behaviour [84]. Figure 3.10 showsthe compartment, the secondary beam and the location of the ribs in Test 1. Due to45
Figure 3.9: Eect of steel section size on deection response of British Steel Test 1 [12]the geometrical anisotropy of the slab the temperature distribution within it will beextremely complex. In the direction of the ribs the temperature distribution in theribs and the troughs will be dierent, this will in turn aect the distribution in thedirection perpendicular to the ribs.
Figure 3.10: Layout of British Steel Test 1 [?]For the computer models developed the non-linear temperature distribution throughthe depth of the slab was idealised as an equivalent mean temperature increase andthermal gradient as shown in Fig. 3.6. The eect of changing each variable both paralleland perpendicular to the ribs was studied to determine how sensitive the models wouldbe to variations in the temperature input data. Table 3.2 shows the reference valuesused.
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Structural member Reference nal temperature (oC) Reference nal gradient (oC/mm)Secondary beam 800 0.26Composite slab 265 4Ribs 360 5Table 3.2: Reference thermal load temperatures for Test 1 [9]The initial study looked at the eect of changing the temperature gradient in the slabin the direction of the composite beam [9]. Varying thermal gradients of 50-200%of the reference value were applied but this had little eect on the deections andinternal forces. This was because, in the composite beam, most of the thermally inducedmoment was due to the coupling action between the slab and beam rather than theinternal thermal moment in the slab. Later in the re, as the strength of the steelbeam reduces the moment from the coupling eect, the dierence in the deections isstill small as by this time compatibility with the transverse direction is governing thedeection. In the direction of the ribs there is little dierence in the internal forcesgenerated as they are governed by compatibility of deection with the longitudinaldirection.Changing the gradient in the direction of the ribs has more eect. Rotational restraintprovided by the slab results in the thermal gradient creating a hogging moment whichresists the deection of the composite beam. The larger the thermal gradient the largerthe resistance leading to lower deections and larger compressions.The value chosen for the mean thermal expansion was shown to have a more signicanteect on the response of the slab than the choice of thermal gradient [13]. In thedirection of the composite beam an increase in the mean temperature increase leads tolarger deections and compressions as shown in Fig. 3.11. Tensile membrane actiondevelops in the ribs earlier as the composite beam applies more load to them. Thisalso causes large sagging moments to develop. A reduction in the mean temperatureincrease results in lower deections and forces in both directions.If the mean temperature is increased in the direction of the ribs then the resistance tothe composite beam is less resulting in larger deections. This leads to the compressiveforces in the slab in the direction of the composite beam reducing. The moment in thecomposite beam was found to double as the development of tensile membrane action47
Figure 3.11: Axial force in the slab and composite beam due to varying temperaturein the longitudinal direction [13]in the ribs is delayed due to the extra expansion (see Fig. 3.12).
Figure 3.12: Axial force in the ribs due to varying temperature in the transversedirection [13]The temperature study showed that the choice of mean temperature is the mostsignicant factor in terms of the behaviour of the structure as it aects both thedisplacement and the internal forces generated. Varying the thermal gradient willaect the internal forces but will not have a signicant impact on the displacement.
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The most important equation governing the behaviour of structures exposed to re wasfound to be: total = thermal + mechanical (3.1)The displaced shape of the structure is governed by the total strain whilst the internalstress is governed by the mechanical strain. If there is no restraint to thermal expansionthen all of the thermal strain will produce deections as there is no mechanical strain.By contrast, if there is restraint, then some or all of the thermal strain will producemechanical strain.Thermal expansionIf a beam is subject to a uniform temperature rise this will cause a thermal expansionstrain T : T = T (3.2)With no lateral restraint all of this this will go into deections and the beam will movelaterally by T l. Restraint will cause the beam to either yield or buckle. If the beamis stocky then it will yield before buckling can occur. The temperature at which it willyield can be calculated from: Ty = yE (3.3)A slender beam will buckle before its yield stress is reached and this will occur at atemperature of: Tcr = 2 rl 2 (3.4)where r is the radius of gyration.Above this temperature the force at the supports will remain constant and all ofthe additional thermal strain will go into deection. As the temperature increasessuciently that the material properties start to degrade then the restraining force willfall as the yield stress reduces. After the beam has buckled the P- moments generatedincrease. They do not start to reduce until degradation of the material properties startsto occur.
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In an actual building it is unlikely that a beam would have perfect lateral restraint. Ifthe restraint stiness, kt, can be calculated then a revised critical buckling temperaturecan be calculated: Tcr = 22 1 + EAktL (3.5)Figure 3.14 shows the eect of varying the axial restraint on buckling temperature. Itcan be seen that the degree of restraint required for a beam to buckle due to thermalexpansion is small.
Figure 3.14: Buckling temperatures for thermal expansion against varying lateralrestraint [15]Thermal bowingThe situation where a beam will be subject to a completely uniform temperature riseis unlikely to happen. In a real re the temperature distribution will vary through thedepth causing a thermal gradient to develop. The temperature dierence between thesurfaces will lead to thermal bowing. Considering a simply supported beam of lengthl and depth d, the thermal gradient in the beam can be calculated from:T;y = T2   T1d (3.6)where T1 is the temperature on the top surface and is greater than that of the lowersurface T2. This will produce a uniform curvature over the length of the beam:52
 = T;y (3.7)As the beam has no restraint to this curvature the ends will move in to accommodate it.This produces a strain which can be considered a contraction strain and is calculated: = 1  sin( l2 )l2 (3.8)If the beam has lateral restraint then the deection can be determined from the inducedP- moment. The tensile force Pt in the beam can be calculated by solving thequadratic equation: Pt = 0@s12 l 2 + 1  11AEA (3.9)Where a beam is subject to a thermal gradient and is xed at both ends a constantmoment of M=EI will develop along its length.In reality the temperature distribution in a beam will be a combination of both thermalexpansion and a through depth thermal gradient. The deection and internal stressesin the beam depend on whichever phenomenon is the most dominant. Figure 3.15 showsthe temperature-deection response of a beam for combinations of thermal expansionstrain T and thermal contraction strain . Where thermal expansion is dominantthe deection response is characterised by the pre- and post-buckling regions and thebeam is in compression. As the eect of a thermal gradient becomes more importantthe temperature-deection curve becomes smoother and the compressive forces reducebefore eventually becoming tensile.Put in gure 19 from principles paper.........The preceding theory was all developed for application to beams or one-way spanningslabs. Usmani [70] applied the one-dimensional theory to the two-dimensional problemof the Cardington restrained beam test (British Steel test 1). The longitudinal andtransverse directions were treated individually and then appropriate stinesses werechosen to determine the combined state using compatibility. Theoretical results agreedboth quantitatively and qualitatively with the experimental and numerical results.53
Figure 3.15: Temperature deection response of beam with varying combinations ofthermal expansion and thermal gradient [15]RestraintA numerical study was carried out to further examine the behaviour of a single beamsubject to varying thermal loads [87]. The results conrmed those from the theoryand highlighted the importance of restraint to structural behaviour in re. Figure3.16 contains results from two analyses of the same beam, one with simply supportedends and one that was laterally restrained. The eect of restraint is illustrated in thedierent temperatures at which runaway starts to occur. Initially the deections ofthe laterally restrained beam are slightly higher due to the restraint, however, runawaydoes not start to happen until a temperature of approximately 750oC is reached. Thesimply supported beam starts to runaway at a much lower temperature of 450oC. Thisis when material degradation starts to weaken the beam such that it can no longercarry the load through bending but with no lateral restraint it cannot use catenaryaction to carry the load.Put in gure 6.24 from Susan's thesis.....To summarise, the conclusions of the theoretical study were:- restraint conditions signicantly eect the deection and internal stresses restraint to thermal expansion produces compression forces leading to yielding or54
Figure 3.16: Runaway in an axially restrained and unrestrained beam [?]buckling very little restraint is required for slender sections to reach their bucklingtemperature restraint to thermal bowing produces tensile forces a combination of thermal expansion and thermal bowing can produce a wide rangeof deections and internal stress distributions governed by restraint conditions restraint allows the load to be carried through catenary action at hightemperatures3.4.5 Conclusions of the projectThe key ndings of the PIT project were:- due to the high degree of redundancy that composite steel-framed buildingspossess they are extremely stable in re and have a large reserve of strength the behaviour of such buildings is dominated by their response to the thermalload, in particular the eect of restrained thermal expansion material degradation is of secondary importance to thermal eects
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These conclusions mean that structural engineers must change their approach todesigning for re. Previously no consideration was given to thermal loads and it wasassumed that failure occurs solely due to material degradation. Thermal loads can bebenecial as restrained thermal expansion allows concrete oors to develop a deectedshape very ecient at transferring load through membrane action. The elevatedtemperatures mean that this shape can be obtained without large and damagingmechanical strains in the reinforcement. The implications for a structural engineerdesigning for re are that a composite building is capable of resisting re, however, thecorrect behaviour and load carrying mechanisms must be accounted for i.e. thermaleects should be considered and concrete oor slabs should be designed to carry loadthrough membrane action rather than bending.3.5 Performance-based design methods for compositeoor slabs in re3.5.1 SCI Design GuideSay this is useful......The Steel Construction Institute published a `Level 1' design guide for use in the reengineering of low risk buildings [45]. It was produced based on the results fromfull-scale re tests, observations from real building res and computer modelling. Theguidance was prepared with two safety considerations in mind:1. There should be no increased risk to life safety of occupants, re ghters andothers in the vicinity of the building, relative to current practice2. On the oor exposed to re, excessive deformation should not cause failure ofcompartmentation i.e. the re will be contained within its compartment of originand should not spread horizontally or verticallyThese recommendations can only be applied to structures similar to the Cardingtonbuilding i.e. braced, non-sway composite steel frames. The design method is based ona theoretical study of the tensile membrane behaviour of simply supported composite56
slabs carried out by Bailey [88] from observations of an ambient test conducted at theBuilding Research Establishment [89]. He adopted a yield line approach whereby anenhancement factor due to membrane forces is calculated and applied to the yield-linecapacity of the slab. To predict the ultimate failure point a limiting strain in thereinforcement was dened. It was assumed that the strain in the reinforcement wasthe same value over the entire length of the slab and limited to that which occurs at amaximum stress in the reinforcement of 0.5fy .Bailey extended the previous method so that it could be applied to the re situation [?,?]. In doing so a number of assumptions were made. A linear temperature distributionthrough the depth of the slab was assumed with the temperature dierence betweenthe top and bottom faces of the slab a constant 770oC. It was further assumed that allof the reinforcement around the slab edges had fractured and so boundary conditionscould be treated as simply supported, even for internal panels. For the re scenarioit was necessary to alter the failure criterion to consider the extra deections inducedby thermal bowing due to the temperature dierence between the top and bottomfaces of the slab. This is added to the allowable mechanical strain to give a totalstrain which is used to calculate the failure deection. A safety factor of 2.4 wasapplied to the thermally induced deection. This is an empirically determined factorbased on the results from the Cardington tests. To determine the ultimate capacitythe moment capacity of the slab, calculated using reduced material properties, shouldbe multipled by the enhancement factor based on this limiting deection. The mostsignicant omission is thermal expansion strain as these have been shown to contributesignicantly to the large deections that occurred in the Cardington tests [90, 91].Despite this, however, the method provides a quick and ecient method for engineersto use in a design oce.To apply the design method every oor in the building should be divided into oordesign zones. Each zone must be rectangular with beams on every side. Within a zonebeams must only span in one direction and there should be no columns. Normally thebeams on the boundary of a oor design zone will be protected, however, they may beleft unprotected provided they are designed so. By using the design tables in the SCIguide if the oor is found to have sucient strength then all beams within a designzone may be left unprotected. 57
The SCI guide states that the designer must ensure that on the outside of a buildingthe oor slab must be adequately anchored to the edge beams. This is not consistentwith the theory used to produce the design charts as Bailey assumes that completefracture of reinforcement will occur along along all four edges thus leaving the slabsimply supported and with no lateral restraint.A study undertaken at the University of Sheeld showed that this design methodover-predicted the tensile membrane action of concrete slabs [92]. This was incomparison to results from their Vulcan nite element package [93] when used toanalyse a 9m x 9m ribbed concrete slab. The largest discrepancy between thetheoretical and numerical results was for heavily reinforced slabs. For slabs with lightreinforcement the dierence was not so large. The study only looked at one squareslab with a 9m span and so did not investigate the eect of geometry on the results.Bailey extended his original method so that it could be used for the design of slabswith orthotropic reinforcement [94]. He states that membrane action is signicant inslabs with an aspect ratio equal to or less than three. It is suggested that for slabswith an aspect ratio of less than three that the most ecient method of increasing thetensile membrane capacity of the slab is to increase the area of reinforcement in thelonger span. This is because along the edge of the longer span the slab boundariesmove towards the centre of the slab and so the strains in the reinforcement are smaller.3.5.2 HERA Design GuideIn 2001 the Heavy Engineering Research Association of New Zealand (HERA) publisheddesign guidelines for the design of multi-storey steel framed buildings [60]. The guideis intended for the design of structures exposed to severe res where any unprotectedsteel member will reach very high temperatures and the building is exhibiting severeinelastic behaviour. Referred to as the Slab Panel Method of design the guide is basedon the work of Bailey [?] but with a number of developments made by Clifton [95].The most signicant development is in the temperature distribution of the structuralmembers. Bailey assumes a linear temperature distribution between the top andbottom surfaces of the slab with a temperature dierence of 770oC. He does nottake account of the re load, compartment geometry, available ventilation or the slab58
geometry. By comparison, the New Zealand guide presents concrete and reinforcementtemperatures based on natural re curves from a series of parametric studies on dierentcompartments. These curves were used as input for heat transfer analyses to provideconcrete and reinforcement temperatures for a wide range of possible re scenarios. Thesecond signicant dierence is in the calculation of the yield line capacity of the slab.Bailey considered the individual bending capacity of unprotected steel beams but didnot consider them to act compositely with the slab. Clifton assumes a perfect shearconnection between the slab and beams thus allowing him to include the secondarybeams in the calculation of the moment capacity of the slab. He states that although thetensile contribution will be small due to the high temperatures the moment contributionwill be high due to the large lever arm. Once the yield-line capacity has been calculatedit is multiplied by an enhancement factor to account for the tensile membrane action.The enhancement factors are those calculated by Bailey [45].To ensure that the load capacity calculated using the design method can be achieveda number of guidelines are given. These specify ductility and lapping requirements forthe reinforcement and shear capacity checks at all connections. It is assumed that thesteel decking of the oor will ensure that compartmentation breach does not occur.When there is no deck then crack control is achieved by adopting the 'strong crackcontrol' provisions described in AS 3600 [96].3.6 ConclusionA number of re tests and in particular those carried out at Cardington have beendescribed. The ndings of the subsequent numerical and theoretical studies whichhighlighted the most inuential factors aecting structural behaviour in re have beendiscussed and the importance of tensile membrane action in maintaining structuralintegrity highlighted. Particular attention has been given to the theoretical studieswhich were undertaken as part of the PIT project as they form the background tothis piece of research. They illustrated that by returning to fundamental principles todescribe structural behaviour it is possible to achieve accurate results without the needto resort to complicated and time-consuming computer analyses.The performance-based design methods developed for the UK and New Zealand based59
on the results of the Cardington studies have been described. Their shortcomings havebeen explained with reference to the real structural behaviour observed from the studiesof the Cardington re tests.
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Chapter 4
Analytical Methods to Describethe Behaviour of Structuressubject to Thermal Eects
4.1 IntroductionMany analytical methods for the small-deection analysis of plates subjected to heatingare available [97{100]. Studies of the large-deection analysis of plates are more limited[101{104] and tend to consider either thermal bending or thermal expansion but do notconsider both phenomena at the same time. Biswas [105] considered both, however, hissolution for anisotropic plates does not deal with the thermal loading correctly.Analytical studies of the thermal behaviour of beams are similarly limited. Themajority of the work is concerned with stability issues relating to the buckling ofbeams at elevated temperature. Boley and Weiner [106] produced a solution for abeam subject to uniform temperature increase. Birman [107] considered the eect ofmaterial non-linearity on the behaviour of beams subject to either a thermal gradient orthermal expansion. Usmani et. al. [?] have investigated the behaviour of beams undervarying support conditions and temperature distributions, however, the equations arenot suitable for dealing with both a through depth gradient and a mean temperaturerise. 61
To analyse structural members in a re, and in particular concrete members, anysolution must be capable of considering both a through depth thermal gradient anda mean temperature increase. In this chapter equations are developed to describethe behaviour of laterally restrained beams and plates subject to such a temperaturedistribution. The solutions obtained are geometrically non-linear but assume elasticmaterial properties invariant with temperature.4.2 Theory of thermal stresses applied to beams4.2.1 Classical beam theoryClassical beam theory is based on the assumption that straight lines normal to themiddle surface before deformation remain straight, normal to the middle surface andunchanged in length after deformation. This approximate assumption was initiallyapplied to beams by Bernoulli and subsequently applied to plates and shells by Loveand Kirchho.Stress-strain-displacement relationshipsConsidering Fig. 4.1 the strain at any point in the beam can be described as:x = xm   z d2wdx2 (4.1)where xm is the membrane strain and z is the distance from the middle surface. Thestresses at this point are obtained by multiplying Eqn. 4.1 by the Young's modulus ofthe material E: x = xm + xf = Exm  Ezd2wdx2 (4.2)where xm is the membrane stress, which is uniform over the length of the beam, andxf the bending stress, which is linearly varying through the depth of the beam.Stress resultantsAppropriate integration of Eqn. 4.2 through the depth of the beam allows thecalculation of the stress resultants acting on the beam. This provides the resultant62
membrane force Fx and bending moment Mx:Fx = Z h=2 h=2 xdz (4.3)Mx = Z h=2 h=2 xzdz (4.4)Substituting Eqn. 4.2 into Eqns. 4.3 and 4.4 gives:Fx = EAxm = xmA (4.5)and: Mx =  EI d2wdx2 (4.6)
Figure 4.1: Geometry and internal forces of a deected beam [16]Equation of moment equilibriumConsider the equilibrium of the moments of the forces acting on the element in Fig.4.1. As the limit dx tends to zero the moment dFxz can be ignored as it will tend tozero giving: Fxzdx  (Mx + dMx) +Mx = 0 (4.7)Fxz = dMxdx (4.8)63
Equation of transverse equilibriumConsidering equilibrium of forces on the element in the transverse z direction:dFxz + pdx+ Fxd2wdx2 dx = 0 (4.9)which can be re-arranged to give: dFxzdx =  d2Mxdx2 = p+ Fxd2wdx2 (4.10)Making use of Eqn. 4.6: EI d4wdx4 = p+ Fxd2wdx2 (4.11)Where the beam is subject to transverse loading only and there is no axial force appliedthen Fx = 0 and Eqn. 4.11 simplies to:EI d4wdx4 = p (4.12)The rst term in Eqn. 4.11 represents the exural resistance to deection and isproportional to the exural stiness of the beam EI. The third term represents thetransverse component of any axial force caused by the curvature of the beam d2wdx2 .In the case of compressive forces this increases the deection whereas in the case oftensile forces it will resist deection. When the deection of the beam is small thenthe transverse component of any horizontal force will be small. In the situation thatFx is not proportional to the deection i.e. there are external loads applied to the endof the beam then the third term is linear in w. When Fx is proportional to w such aswhen the ends of the beam are laterally restrained and a restraining force is developeddue to large deections, then the equation is non-linear in w.4.2.2 Classical beam theory incorporating thermal eectsIn applying the preceding theory to the situation where a beam is subject to thermaleects it is necessary to alter the stress-strain relationship. The strain induced by thechange in temperature is superimposed onto that caused by mechanical loading.
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The thermal strains are expressed: t = T (z) (4.13)where  is the coecient of thermal expansion for the material being considered andT (z) is the temperature increase at depth z.Thermal strains will produce thermal stresses when there is restraint to expansion, thetemperature eld is non-uniform or the material properties are anisotropic.Incorporating Eqn. 4.13, Eqns 4.1 and 4.2 become:x = xm   z d2wdx2   T (4.14)x = xm + xf = Exm  Ezd2wdx2  ET (4.15)where T is the temperature increase at the point of the beam being considered.Substituting Eqn. 4.15 into 4.3 and 4.4 gives revised stress resultants:Fx = EAxm  NT (4.16)and: Mx =  EI d2wdx2  MT (4.17)Where the thermal force NT and the thermal moment MT are given by:NT = E Z h=2 h=2Tdz (4.18)MT = E Z h=2 h=2Tzdz (4.19)Substituting Eqns. 4.16 and 4.17 into 4.10 gives the governing equation of equilibriumfor a beam subject to a transverse load p, a thermal moment MT and a thermal forceNT : EI @4w@x4 = p+ @2MT@x2 +EAxm@2w@x2  NT @2w@x2 (4.20)
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Figure 4.2: Beam geometryMaterial propertiesThe analysis assumes that the material is linear elastic and has equivalent propertiesin both tension and compression. Further, material properties are not allowed to varythrough the section i.e. they do not vary with temperature.Boundary conditionsThe beam being analysed is laterally restrained against translation but free to rotatewhich leads to the end conditions at x = 0 and x = L being:w = 0 u = 0 Mx = 0 (4.21)where u is the horizontal displacement of the beam in the x direction.
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Temperature distributionThe temperature distribution through the section can be obtained by heat transferanalysis. It is assumed that the distribution obtained is constant along the length andbreadth of the beam so that the temperature is solely a function of the depth z. Asthe temperature varies only in z it can be represented as a thermal gradient T;z and amean temperature increase T [70].Load applicationLoading on the beam consists of two components; the normal transverse load denedas p and the thermal load due to the temperature distribution through the depth T (z).The thermal load can be represented by a thermal moment MT and a thermal forceNT calculated using Eqns. 4.18 and 4.19. For this solution the transverse load will beignored so that the only load applied to the beam is the thermal load.4.3.2 Determination of the deection proleThe thermal moment MT and the deection w will be represented by the rst term ofa single Fourier sine series: w(x) = wT sin xL (4.22)MT (x) =MT1 sin xL (4.23)The Fourier coecient MT1 in Eqn. 4.23 is calculated by performing a Fourierintegration:- MTm = 2L Z L0 MT sin mxa dx= 4MTmMT1 = 4MT (4.24)which allows the thermal moment to be described as:-MT (x) = 4MT sin xL (4.25)67




















































































Thermal expansion (C)Figure 4.6: Membrane stresses with thermal gradient T;z of 4oC/mm
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Deection resultsThe theoretical deections compared well against those obtained from the numericalresults as shown in Figs. 4.3.4 and 4.3.4. When the beam is only subject to a thermalgradient with no mean temperature increase the deection predictions are most accuratefor the smaller gradient. As the gradient was increased to 4oC/mm the theoreticaldeection was larger than that obtained from the nite element analysis. The resultsare still acceptable, however.When the gradient is maintained at a constant value and the mean temperatureincreased the deection behaviour is accurately predicted. The dierence between thetheoretical and numerical results remains constant and is due to any error caused bythe bending deection from the thermal gradient. It can therefore be concluded thatthe solution can cope with large thermal forces due to a mean temperature increaseT better than moments caused by the gradient T;z.Membrane stress resultsThe membrane stresses in the beam are more accurately predicted than the deections.Figures 4.3.4 and 4.3.4 show the membrane stresses in the beam for the same analysesas previously. With a relatively low thermal gradient of 1oC/mm the stresses areaccurately predicted at all values of mean temperature increase T . When the thermalgradient is increased to 4oC/mm the dierence between the theoretical and numericalstresses is more noticeable but still extremely small. It can be seen for the 4oC/mmanalysis that as the mean temperature increases and the thermal expansion forcebecomes the governing load as opposed to the thermal gradient that the membranestress very rapidly tends towards that predicted numerically.4.4 Theory of thermal stresses applied to plates4.4.1 Classical plate theoryThe fundamental assumptions that form the basis of classical plate theory forhomogeneous, isotropic, elastic, thin plates are based on the geometry of the71





    y,v
z,wFigure 4.7: Coordinate system of a plateStress-strain-displacement relationshipsThe stress-strain relationships for a plate may be written as:xx = 1E (xx   yy) (4.29)yy = 1E (yy   xx) (4.30)xy = 2(1 + )E xy (4.31)Rearranging Eqns. 4.29-4.31 provides the stresses:xx = E1  2 (xx + yy) (4.32)yy = E1  2 (yy + xx) (4.33)xy = Gxy (4.34)72
The classical theory of plates assumes that the deection of the plate is small comparedto the thickness such that the inuence of membrane forces on the equilibrium ofthe plate can be ignored. When considering the large-deection behaviour of platesthis is not true and assumptions 1 and 2 of the classical theory do not hold. VonKarman [108] proposed a theory using the non-linear strain-displacement relations thatgave consideration to the membrane forces. Quadratic terms in the slopes @w@x and @w@yare retained whilst higher order non-linear terms are ignored. The membrane strainscan therefore be described as:xx = @u@x + 12 @w@x2 (4.35)yy = @v@y + 12 @w@y 2 (4.36)xy = @u@y + @v@x + @w@x @w@y (4.37)Including bending strains the above equations are revised to:xx = @u@x + 12 @w@x2   z @2w@x2 (4.38)yy = @v@y + 12 @w@y 2   z @2w@y2 (4.39)xy = @u@y + @v@x + @w@x @w@y   2z @2w@x@y (4.40)Stress resultantsStress resultants may be obtained by integration of Eqns. 4.32-4.34 through the depthof the plate h. The resultant membrane forces per unit length Nx, Ny and Nxy arecalculated: Nx = Z h=2 h=2 xxdz; Ny = R h=2 h=2 yydz; Nxy = Z h=2 h=2 xydz; (4.41)Bending moments per unit lengthMx andMy, and the twisting moment per unit lengthMxy are determined from:Mx = Z h=2 h=2 xxzdz; My = R h=2 h=2 yyzdz; Mxy = Z h=2 h=2 xyzdz; (4.42)73
Introducing Eqns. 4.32-4.34 into 4.42 provides the following set of equations describingthe bending moments in the plate:Mx =  D @2w@x2 +  @2w@y2 ! (4.43)My =  D @2w@y2 +  @2w@x2 ! (4.44)Mxy =  (1  )D @2w@x@y (4.45)The membrane stresses in the plate can be described in terms of an Airy stress functionF (x; y): xx = @2F@y2 ; yy = @2F@x2 ; xy = @2F@x@y ; (4.46)Thus the membrane stress resultants Nx, Ny and Nxy can be described:Nx = @2F@y2 h; Ny = @2F@x2 h; Nxy = @2F@x@yh; (4.47)4.4.2 Equation of membrane equilibriumBy dierentiating Eqn. 4.35 twice with respect to y, Eqn. 4.36 twice with respect to xand Eqn. 4.37 with respect to x and y and summing all three results the equation ofcompatibility for a plate is obtained:@2xx@y2 + @2yy@x2   @2xy@xy = @2w@x@y   @2w@x2 @2w@y2 (4.48)Hooke's law allows the strains to be described in terms of the stress resultants actingon the plate: xx = 1Eh (Nx   Ny) (4.49)yy = 1Eh (Ny   Nx) (4.50)xy = NxyGh (4.51)Putting Eqns. 4.47 into 4.49-4.51 gives:xx = 1E  @2F@y2    @2F@x2 ! (4.52)yy = 1E  @2F@x2    @2F@y2 ! (4.53)xy =  2(1 + )E @2F@x@y (4.54)74
Substituting Eqns. 4.52-4.54 into 4.48 yields:@4F@x4 + 2 @4F@x2y2 + @4F@y4  E 24 @2w@x@y!2   @2w@x2 @2w@y2 35 = 0 (4.55)which is the equation of membrane equilibrium for a plate.4.4.3 Equation of bending equilibrium
Figure 4.8: Stress resultants acting on a plate element [17]Considering moment equilibrium about the x  and y axes from Fig. 4.8:@Mx@x + @Mxy@y = Qx (4.56)@My@y + @Mxy@x = Qy (4.57)When considering the force equilibrium in the z-direction it is necessary to modify theclassical plate theory equation to include the transverse component of any membraneforces Nx, Ny and Nxy. Considering Fig. 4.8 this results in the equation of equilibriumbeing: @@x Qx +Nx@w@x +Nxy @w@y + @@y Qy +Nxy @w@x +Ny @w@y + q = 0 (4.58)which becomes: @Qx@x + @Qy@y +Nx@2w@x2 + 2Nxy @2w@x@y +Ny @2w@y2 + q = 0 (4.59)75
Qx and Qy can be eliminated by making use of Eqns. 4.56 and 4.57 such that Eqn.4.59 becomes:@2Mx@x2 + 2@2Mxy@x@y + @2My@y2 +Nx@2w@x2 +Nxy @2w@x@y +Ny @2w@y2 + q = 0 (4.60)Placing Eqn. 4.47 into 4.60 and using 4.43 and 4.44 leads to:@4w@x4 + 2 @4w@x2y2 + @4w@y4 = hD " qh + @2F@y2 @2w@x2 + @2F@x2 @2w@y2   2 @2F@x@y @2w@x@y# (4.61)Equations 4.55 and 4.61 are the governing non-linear dierential equations describingthe large-deection response of a thin plate subject to a transverse load q. Based onthe boundary conditions the equations can be solved for the deection w and the stressfunction F . Once these are known the membrane stress distributions can be calculatedusing Eqns. 4.47.4.4.4 Classical plate theory incorporating thermal eectsStress-strain relationshipThe membrane strains are obtained by adding the thermal strains of Eqn. 4.13 to thoseproduced by mechanical stresses:xx = 1E (xx   yy) + T (4.62)yy = 1E (yy   xx) + T (4.63)xy = xyG (4.64)Rearranging Eqns. 4.62-4.64 provides the stress components:xx = E1  2 [xx + yy   (1  )T ] (4.65)yy = E1  2 [yy + xx   (1  )T ] (4.66)xy = Gxy (4.67)Strain-displacement relationshipThe membrane strains in an isotropic plate of temperature T are expressed as:xx = @u@x + 12  @2w@x2 !+ T (4.68)76
yy = @v@y + 12  @2w@y2 !+ T (4.69)xy = @u@y + @v@x + @w@x @w@y (4.70)The strains at a distance z from the mid-layer of the plate are:xx = @u@x + 12  @2w@x2 !  z @2w@x2 + T (4.71)yy = @v@y + 12  @2w@y2 !  z @2w@y2 + T (4.72)xy = @u@y + @v@x + @w@x @w@y   2 @2w@x@y z (4.73)Stress ResultantsSubstituting Eqns. 4.71-4.73 into 4.42 gives revised bending stress resultantsincorporating the eects of any thermal moment in the plate:Mx =  D @2w@x2 +  @2w@y2 ! MT (4.74)My =  D @2w@y2 +  @2w@x2 ! MT (4.75)Mxy =  (1  )D @2w@x@y (4.76)Compatibility equation incorporating thermal eectsIncorporating thermal eects into the stress-strain relationships results in Eqn.4.52-4.54 changing to: x = 1E  @2F@y2    @2F@x2 !+ NTEh (4.77)y = 1E  @2F@x2    @2F@y2 !+ NTEh (4.78)xy =  2(1 + )E @2F@x@y (4.79)Substituting Eqns. 4.77-4.79 into 4.48 provides a revised membrane equilibriumequation considering the eects of temperature:h @4F@x4 + 2 @4F@x2y2 + @4F@y4 ! Eh24 @2w@x@y!2   @2w@x2 @2w@y2 35+@2NT@x2 +@2NT@y2 = 0 (4.80)77
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Figure 4.9: Plate geometry
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Material propertiesThe plate being considered is constructed of homogeneous, isotropic material with thethe assumptions made about the material properties of the beam in Section 4.3.1 beingsimilarly applied i.e. linear elasticity invariant with temperature.Boundary conditionsIt is assumed that the plate is laterally restrained against translation but free to rotatealong all four edges. This leads to boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = L:w = 0 u = 0 Mx = 0 (4.82)and at y = 0 and y = B: w = 0 v = 0 My = 0 (4.83)Where u and v are the horizontal displacements of the plate in the x and y directionsrespectively.Temperature distributionThe temperature distribution through the plate can be obtained by a heat transferanalysis. It is assumed that the distribution obtained is constant over the entire areaof the plate so that the temperature is a function of the depth z i.e. there is no spatialvariation in the x and y directions. As the temperature varies only in z it can berepresented as a thermal gradient T;z and a mean temperature increase T .Load applicationThe load acting on the plate consists of two components; the normal transverse loaddened as p and the thermal load which can be further split into a thermal momentMT and a thermal force NT . Equations 4.18 and 4.19 can be used to calculate thethermal loading.
79
4.5.2 Determination of the deection proleIn obtaining a solution to the governing dierential equations it is necessary to representthe deection of the slab and the thermal moment as double Fourier series:wT(x; y) = 1Xm=1 1Xn=1wmn sinmxL sin nyB (4.84)MT (x; y) = 1Xm=1 1Xn=1MTmn sinmxL sin nyB (4.85)The Fourier coecients MTmn are calculated by performing the Fourier integration:MTmn = 4LB Z L0 Z B0 MT sinmxL sin nyB dxdy (4.86)= 16MT2mn (4.87)The thermal moment Fourier series can therefore be written as:MT (x; y) = 1Xm=1 1Xn=1 16MTmn2mn sinmxL sin nyB (4.88)In obtaining a solution only the rst term in the Fourier series' will be considered:wT(x; y) = wT sin xL sin yB (4.89)MT (x; y) =MT sin xL sin yB (4.90)Substituting Eqn. 4.89 into that for compatibility, Eqn. 4.80, results in:1E  @4F@x4 + 2 @4F@x2y2 + @4F@y4 ! = w2T42L2B2 cos 2xL + cos 2yB  (4.91)The general solution of the Airy stress function F consists of two parts, a homogeneoussolution FH and a particular solution FP :F = FH + FP (4.92)The particular solution FP is obtained by solving Eqn. 4.91:FP = w2TE32  L2B2 cos 2xL + B2L2 cos 2yB ! (4.93)The general solution of Eqn. 4.80 can be described as:F = P x22 +Qy22 + w2TE32  L2B2 cos 2xL + B2L2 cos 2yB ! (4.94)80
For this analysis it was assumed that the plate was laterally restrained along all of itsedges. Considering this statement the values of P and Q can be calculated to be:P = w2T2E8 (1  2)  1B2 +  1L2  ET1   (4.95)Q = w2T2E8 (1  2)  1L2 +  1B2  ET1   (4.96)The nal solution for the Airy stress function F satisfying the equation of compatibilityEqn. 4.80 can therefore be written as:F = w2T2E8 (1  2)  1B2 +  1L2 x22 + w2T2E8 (1  2)  1L2 +  1B2 y22+w2TE32  L2B2 cos 2xL + B2L2 cos 2yB !  ET1   x22   ET1   y22 (4.97)Substituting Eqns. 4.89, 4.90 and 4.97 into the equation for equilibrium Eqn. 4.81 andapplying the Galerkin procedure [109] the following equation is obtained:Z L0 Z B0 D @4w@x4 + 2 @4w@x2y2 + @4w@y4   h @2F@y2 @2w@x2 + @2F@x2 @2w@y2   2 @2F@x@y @2w@x@y+ 11  @2MT@x2 + @2MT@y2  sin xL sin yBdxdy = 0 (4.98)Carrying out the integration of Eqn. 4.98 over the entire area of the plate produces anon-linear cubic equation with respect to the deection wT :-34 (3  2 1 + L4B4!+ 4 L2B2)wTh 38<: 1 + L2B2!2   12L2 (1 + )NT2Eh3  1 + L2B2!9=;wTh  (4.99) 192L2 (1 + )MT4Eh4  1 + L2B2! = 0The cubic equation can then be solved to determine the deection of the plate due tothe two components of the thermal load.4.5.3 Calculation of membrane forcesThe membrane stress distribution along the boundary of the slab for any deection wTcan be calculated by inserting the solution obtained for the Airy stress function of Eqn.81
4.97 into Eqns. 4.46:xx = @2F@y2 = w22E8(1   2)  1L2 + B2  w22E8L2 cos 2yB   ET1   (4.100)yy = @2F@x2 = w22E8(1   2)  1B2 + L2  w22E8B2 cos 2xL   ET1   (4.101)4.5.4 Verication against nite element resultsTo determine the accuracy of Eqns. 4.97 and 4.100 in describing the behaviour of aplate under thermal loading a series of nite element analyses were undertaken. Varyingloads of thermal moment and thermal force were considered and the membrane stressesand maximum deections of the theoretical and numerical solutions compared.The plate being considered is of 100mm depth, has a thermal expansion coecient  of8E-6 and a Young's modulus of 40,000N/mm2. A constant breadth B of 5,000mm waschosen. Two values were considered for the length L, 5,000mm and 7,500mm givingaspect ratios of 1 and 1.5 so that the ability of the equations to deal with plates ofdierent geometries was also investigated.Deection resultsFor all of the analyses the theoretical deections from Eqn. 4.99 agree well with thoseobtained from the nite element analyses. When the plate is loaded by a thermalmoment only and with no thermal expansion force the results match extremely closely.Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the results for a plate with an aspect ratio of 1 whilstFigs. 4.16 and 4.17 those for a plate with an aspect ratio of 1.5. The results for smallthermal moments i.e. with a thermal gradient of 1oC/mm match better than those forthe larger thermal moment produced by a gradient 4oC/mm. The error between theresults is small however. Similar results were noticed for the beam in Section 4.3.4.As the thermal expansion force in the plate increases with the mean temperatureincrease T the deections obtained match very closely. When the plate has an aspectratio of 1 the dierence between the theoretical and numerical results remains constantover the entire range of temperatures considered. The error is caused by the thermalmoment loading as opposed to the thermal expansion force loading. If the plate aspect82
ratio is increased to 1.5 the deections agree well for both cases where there is a thermalmoment but no thermal force. However, as the thermal force is increased the dierencebetween the theoretical and numerical results increases slightly. This is due to theassumption that the plate follows the sinusoidal deection in Eqn. 4.89. The actualdeected shape of a plate as the aspect ratio increases above 1 resembles that of a`bath tub' as described by Paik [110]. The deection in the middle part of the plate isalmost at and although the maximum deection can be calculated reasonably closelythe actual deected shape is not accurately represented by a double sine curve. Asthe aspect ratio increases this becomes more noticeable. The `bath tub' eect and theimpact of the aspect ratio becomes more apparent when the membrane stresses alongthe plate boundary are examined.Membrane stress resultsTo determine the accuracy of the Eqns. 4.100 and 4.101 in describing the membranestress distribution along the boundary of the plate the theoretical and numerical stresseswill be compared at the midpoint of the plate edges and, for certain examples, thedistribution along the edges. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the stresses at the middleof an edge of a square plate subject to dierent thermal loadings. The stresses aremore accurately calculated for lower thermal gradients. When the plate is subject toboth a thermal gradient and thermal expansion the trend of the stresses is capturedbut the error between the theoretical and numerical results increases. Examining themembrane stress distribution along the entire edge of the plate it can be seen that thetrend of the distribution is closely followed by Eqns. 4.100 and 4.101 as shown in Figs.4.14 and 4.15. The theoretical results are closer to the numerical results for a thermalgradient of 1oC/mm than for 4oC/mm.Although Eqn. 4.100 can accurately predict the maximum deection for a plate with anaspect ratio of 1.5 it would be expected that the membrane stress distribution would notbe so accurately represented. This is demonstrated in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19 where it canbe seen that above a mean temperature increase of approximately 100oC the theoreticalmembrane stress at the centre of the short edge diverges from the numerical result. Thetheoretical result produces increasing compressive stresses due to the assumption of thedeected surface shape, whereas, due to the bath tub eect in the numerical result the83
































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.21: Membrane stresses along length L for L/B=1.5 with thermal gradient T;zof 1oC/mm and thermal expansion T of 200oC
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Chapter 5
Proposed Method for UltimateLimit State Design of ConcreteFloor Slabs in Fire
5.1 IntroductionObservations from the test on the Cardington building and numerical modelling haveshown that in a re the load transfer mechanism is membrane action in the slab. At thecentre of the slab where the deections are largest there will be tensile membrane actionwhilst nearer the boundaries there will be compressive membrane action. Whereascompressive membrane action is an unstable mechanism tensile membrane action, wherethe load is carried solely through the steel reinforcing bars, is stable. Existing methodsfor the design of oor slabs in re that consider membrane action rely on extendingapproaches intended for ambient conditions. The load capacity is still calculated basedon the yield-line approach utilising the bending capacity of the slab but with anenhancement based on the size of the membrane forces and the maximum deection.This is not appropriate for re design where the deected shape of the slab is notsuitable for developing yield lines and failure will occur by rupture of the reinforcementalong the slab boundaries. This chapter details a proposed design method whichconsiders the true behaviour and load carrying mechanism of the slab. It is assumedthat all of the load is being carried through membrane action and any contribution91
from bending strength is ignored.5.2 Design method5.2.1 Design philosophyIn producing a design method for oor slabs in re there were two main points whichhad to be considered:1. The slab must be designed for the correct load carrying mechanism.2. The thermally induced loads (because of restrained thermal expansion) and theireects must be accounted for.As stated previously the load carrying mechanism of a slab in a re is membrane action.Although compressive membrane action along the slab boundaries will allow some ofthe load to be carried through bending, particularly in the corners where there aremassive compression forces due to restrained thermal expansion, the majority of theload will be transferred through tensile membrane action. This is particularly trueat the ultimate load capacity where deections will be large. In this design methodany bending capacity is ignored and it is assumed that the only reliable load carryingmethod is tensile membrane action.In a re the loading on a structural element is much more complex than in ambientconditions. The temperature distribution within an element produces thermal loadsconsisting of a thermal expansion force and a thermal moment which must be consideredin design. These loads create internal forces and can cause deections depending on thedegree of restraint along the slab boundaries. When designing for re, the structuralengineer must therefore consider not only the dead and imposed loads on the slab butalso the thermal forces.5.2.2 AssumptionsTo simplify the analysis procedure a number of assumptions were made. These are asfollows: 92
1. The slab is assumed to be rectangular in plan.2. The slab is assumed to be restrained against lateral translation along allboundaries but free to rotate.This is reasonable given very little restraint to lateral translation is actuallyrequired for slender members [15] such as slabs. Thermal gradients will cause largehogging moments at supports if rotations are restrained. With no reinforcementagainst these moments at the supports, rotations will freely occur in regions awayfrom the sti corners.3. Anchorage to tensile membrane forces in the slab is available along the slabboundaries.To ensure that the tensile membrane mechanism can develop it is essential thatthe oor slab reinforcement is anchored at the compartment perimeter. Internallycontinuity could be provided by lapping of reinforcement. Compartments withexterior beams will require the reinforcement to be suciently anchored to theedge beams to ensure that there is sucient restraint available. In addition to thedetailing, this assumption is further helped by the development of compressivemembrane behaviour in the slab along the perimeter supports. This `compressionring' [?] occurs in ambient conditions but in a re the compressive forces will bemuch larger due to restrained thermal expansion.4. The temperature distribution in the slab varies only through the depth of theslab i.e. T = f(z)5. The material behaviour for the reinforcing steel is considered temperaturedependent.In this instance they are considered uniaxial and properties based on Eurocode2 [5] are used. The Eurocode properties are further simplied as elastic perfectlyplastic with innite ductility unless a rupture strain is specied. This assumptionis reasonable based on high temperature properties of steel.6. It is assumed that failure during the heating phase of the re is ductile with nolocalisation of strain occurring in the reinforcement.Observations from the Cardington tests and numerical modelling have shownthat this is a reasonable assumption. Although there was localised straining and93
rupture in the reinforcement over the supports in the Cardington tests [111],modelling work [10] has suggested that this did not take place during the heatingphase. Tensions caused during cooling may be sucient to fracture reinforcementat several locations over the supports in a similar fashion to the beam connectionsin the Cardington tests. This method is suitable for calculating the load capacityduring the heating phase of the re only.7. The re limit state is assumed to have reached when any part of the reinforcementachieves a mechanical strain equal to a limiting mechanical strain.In the case of cold rolled steel with a diameter of 12mm or less typical of slabreinforcement this would occur at a strain of 2.5%.8. Compartment perimeter beams are assumed to deect much less than the centreof the slab (b << S).9. The deected shape is governed entirely by the temperature distribution in theslab.10. Membrane capacity is derived solely from the reinforcement11. The temperature of the reinforcement and surrounding concrete are identical asare their thermal expansion coecients such that no slippage occurs.5.3 Analysis procedureThe proposed analysis consists of three separate stages:1. Thermal input: Determine the likely re scenario (unless given), and calculatethe temperature distribution over the depth, T (z). From this the equivalentthermal expansion T and equivalent thermal gradient T;z of the slab can becalculated.2. Mechanical response: For the given temperature distribution calculate thedeection of the reference surface of the slab w(x; y) and the associated stressand strain states at the reference surface (x; y) and (x; y) coincident with theplane of reinforcement. 94
3. Load capacity: Using an energy method determine ultimate membrane capacity.Each stage is discussed separately in the following sections.5.3.1 Determination of thermal loadingFire scenarioThere are a number of methods which can be used to determine the design re. Thesimplest approach is the use of a standard re curve such as BS476 or ASTME119,however, these are unlikely to be representative of a re that would actually occur. Ifdetails such as the fuel load, available ventilation and thermal properties of the walllinings are known then a natural re curve can be calculated using curves such as thosefound in Eurocode 1 [112].Temperature distribution through the slab depthWhen the temperature-time curve of the re is known then any numerical procedurecan be used to calculate the temperature distribution that this causes through thedepth of the slab.Estimation of equivalent temperature eects on the modelThe temperature distribution through the depth of the slab will follow a paraboliccurve and be highly non-linear. To simplify the calculation of the thermal loading to beapplied to the slab an equivalent temperature distribution consisting of an equivalentmean temperature T and an equivalent thermal gradient T;z are calculated usinga method developed previously by Usmani [82]. The method divides the slab intoa number of layers such as is used to estimate the eects of temperature on bridgedecks [113] and allows the eects of dierent res to be easily compared e.g. does a rehave a high mean temperature and low gradient or vice versa.
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5.3.2 Determination of the mechanical response of the slabCalculation of the deection prole due to thermal loadingThe deection of the slab due to the equivalent temperature distributions is calculatedusing the method presented in Chapter 4. Using Eqn.4.100:34 (3  2 1 + L4B4!+ 4 L2B2)wTh 38<: 1 + L2B2!2   12L2 (1 + )NT2Eh3  1 + L2B2!9=;wTh  (5.1) 192L2 (1 + )MT4Eh4  1 + L2B2! = 0Calculation of stress-strain distribution in the reinforcement due to thermalloadingThe membrane stress distribution along the boundary of the slab for any deection wcan be calculated using Eqns. 4.100 and 4.101:xx = w22E8(1  2)  1L2 + B2  w22E8L2 cos 2yB   ET1   (5.2)yy = w22E8(1  2)  1B2 + L2  w22E8B2 cos 2xL   ET1   (5.3)In this instance we are interested in the stress in the reinforcement so the the Young'smodulus should be that of the steel Es.Equations 5.2 and 5.3 can be rearranged to provide the mechanical membrane strains.When calculating xx then x=0 or L and when calculating yy then y=0 or B such that:xx;mech = w228L2 1  cos 2yB + w228B2   T (5.4)yy;mech = w228B2 1  cos 2xL + w228L2   T (5.5)By removing the thermal components the total membrane strains can be calculated:xx;total = w228L2 1  cos 2yB + w228B2 (5.6)yy;total = w228B2 1  cos 2xL + w228L2 (5.7)96
Ductility Class uk (%)H >5N >2.5Table 5.1: EC2 ductility classesThe values of x and y chosen should correspond to the positions of the reinforcementalong the edge so that a mechanical stress and mechanical strain are calculated foreach bar. These will be dened as wT , wT . Should the calculated mechanical stressbe greater than the yield stress then it is necessary to dene the stress as wT = y;Twhere y;T is the yield stress of the reinforcement at a temperature T.5.3.3 Failure criterionTo obtain a value for the ultimate load it is necessary to dene a point at which failureis said to have been reached. Geometrical limits such as span=30 should not be appliedin a situation such as this where, due to thermal expansion, large deections do notnecessarily mean the structure is near failure. A better approach is to apply a limitingvalue for the mechanical strain based on the ductility of the reinforcing bars. EC2 [114]recognises two classes of ductility, high ductility (H) and normal ductility (N). Table5.1 shows the ductility properties given in EC2 where uk is the characteristic valueof the elongation at maximum load. EC2 states that reinforcement with a bar size of16mm or above can be treated as being highly ductile whereas if the bar size is 12mmor less then normal ductility should be assumed.For the purposes of this design method it will be assumed that the ultimate load hasbeen reached when any of the reinforcing bars reaches this mechanical strain limit. Inpractice this will always occur in the reinforcing bars at the centre of the slab acrossthe shortest span over supports. This is where the greatest tensile stresses occur. Thetotal strain total at which this point is reached is calculated by considering the ductilityclass and the thermal expansion such that:total = uk + T (5.8)The limiting deection wt at which this total strain value is reached can be calculatedusing Eqn. 5.5 as the shortest span will reach the mechanical yield strain limit rst.97
By setting mech = uk and w = wt and rearranging:wt = Bq4(uk + T ) (5.9)5.3.4 Determination of the ultimate membrane capacityCalculation of stress-strain distribution due to combined loadingAt the ultimate limit deection wt there will be tensile membrane forces throughoutmost of the slab and so some cracking of the concrete will occur. EC2 [114] states thatfor concrete in tension with cracks that Poisson's ratio should be taken as zero. Incalculating the stress in the reinforcement at the deection wt it is therefore necessaryto modify Eqns. 5.2 and 5.3 slightly to take account of this such that:xx = w2t 2Es8L2 1  cos 2yB  EsT (5.10)yy = w2t 2Es8B2 1  cos 2xL  EsT (5.11)If the reinforcement bars are at a temperature that will cause the steel propertiesto degrade then appropriate reduced values of Es and y;T should be chosen. Themechanical strains can be calculated using Eqns. 5.4 and 5.5. Again, a mechanicalstrain and mechanical stress should be calculated for every reinforcing bar and valuesof x and y should be chosen accordingly. The mechanical stress and mechanical strainat this deection will be dened as wt , wt .Calculation of internal work doneTo determine the internal work done as the slab moves through the deection wq is acomplicated procedure. The internal work must be calculated for every reinforcing baras they are all dierent. Initially the stress strain states in the reinforcement causedby the thermal loading are considered. Due to the deection wT caused by the thermalload each bar will have a particular mechanical stress and strain wT , wT . These havebeen calculated in Section 5.3.2 using Eqns.5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5.If a square slab under thermal loading is considered then the largest deections willoccur at its centre. Figure 5.1 shows a typical membrane stress distribution along the98











































































































































Figure 5.3: Mechanical stress-strain in reinforcing bar
100
int = no. rebarXn=1 Z V dV (5.12)where  = wt   wT (5.13) = wt   wT (5.14)It is necessary, however, to divide the distance wq into increments and calculate theinternal energy at these points.Calculation of external work doneCalculation of the external work done by the load is straightforward. Keeping theassumption that the deected shape forms a double Fourier sine surface then theexternal work done is that of the load moving through a deection increase w andcan be calculated: ext = Z L0 Z B0 qultw sin xL sin yB dxdy= qultw4LB2 (5.15)Calculation of ultimate membrane capacity of slabComparing the internal and external work done the load q that the slab is capable ofcarrying at any deection can then be calculated. Over any increment the load thatthe slab is capable of carrying can be calculated:qult = intext (5.16)It is possible to construct a plot of the load-deection response of the slab and thesmaller the size of the increment chosen the more accurate the answer obtained willbe. At the maximum allowable deection wt the load calculated from Eqn. 5.16 willbe the ultimate load capacity of the slab qult.101
5.3.5 Contribution of unprotected composite secondary beamsAt the limit state it can be reasonably assumed that unprotected secondary beamswill retain very little exural stiness due to material degradation. Axial stinesswill provide the only available contribution. Furthermore, it can be assumed that thedeection prole of unprotected secondary beams will depend entirely on the prole ofthe much stier slab. It can also be conservatively assumed that the mean temperatureof the unprotected beam is close to the atmosphere temperature during the heatingphase of the re. As the beam is constrained to the deection prole imposed bythe slab, it is reasonable to assume that the additional load capacity provided by thebeam is governed by the compatibility principle. These assumptions provide a simplemodication of the internal work expression of Eqn. 5.12 to:int = no. rebarXn=1 Z V dV + no. beamsXn=1 Z V BB dV (5.17)where B = beam;wt   beam;wT (5.18)B = beam;wt   beam;wT (5.19)Calculation of stress-strain in unprotected composite secondary beamsThe equations below are written assuming the secondary beams span across the shortdirection (B). If the thermal expansion of the beam is dened as Tb, the mechanicalstress and strain in the secondary beams after the thermal loading can be calculated:beam;wT = w2t 2Eb8B2 1  cos 2xL  EbbTb (5.20)beam;wT = w228B2 1  cos 2xL   bTb (5.21)At the limiting deection the mechanical stress and strain can be calculated as:beam;wt = w2t 2Eb8B2 1  cos 2xL  EbbTb (5.22)beam;wt = w228B2 1  cos 2xL   bTb (5.23)102
An appropriate reduced value of Eb and yield stress y;Tb should be chosen based onthe temperature Tb of the secondary beams. The value of x chosen should correspondto the position of the secondary beams under the slab. By applying Eqns. 5.20, 5.21,5.22 and 5.22 in Eqn. 5.17, the contribution of the beam to the limit capacity can becalculated.5.4 Additional design considerations5.4.1 Internal beam connectionsAt the re limit state the vertical shear force acting on a connection will be dierent tothat at ambient. This is because of the change in the load-carrying mechanism and thelikelihood that the applied load will be smaller due to evacuation. Whereas at ambienta composite oor slab is designed as one-way spanning, in a re this may change suchthat it may be acting as two-way spanning depending on the aspect ratio of the recompartment considered. A larger amount of the vertical shear force may thereforebe transferred to connections on secondary beams thus reducing the shear load on theprimary beam connections.For internal boundaries the horizontal force from the membrane action will betransmitted from the reinforcement directly into the surrounding composite oor andwould not need to be considered in the design of connections. It would be necessaryhowever to ensure that there is sucient lapping and anchorage to be capable oftransferring the force from a bar at tensile yield.5.4.2 Lateral restraint on exterior compartmentsWhen an outer compartment is subjected to a re the lateral restraint assumed at thepanel boundary must be provided by the composite action of the edge beam and theoor slab. At the re limit state the forces acting on the edge beam and its connectionswill be larger than at ambient conditions and this must be accounted for in the designprocess. Figure 5.2 shows a typical membrane stress distribution along the edge of apanel. The edge beam will therefore need to be capable of carrying both the standardvertical load as well as the additional horizontal load due to the membrane forces.103
As shown in Fig. 5.2 the actual stress distribution along the panel boundary is complex.At the centre of the edge tensile yield will have been reached, however, at the cornersthere will be large compressive forces due to restrained thermal expansion. This stressdistribution will create a complicated distribution of forces along the length of thebeam. Near to the column supports where the oor is very sti the compressive forceswill be transmitted as shear. Towards the centre of an external edge beam where thereis less restraint the forces will be tensile and could create a torsional moment acting onthe beam. However, the slab and beam will be acting compositely due to the connectingshear studs and so will have considerable rotational stiness to resist this force. Theissue for the designer therefore becomes one of shear with the beam-column connectionshaving to resist a double shearing action. A connection will need to be designed forboth the vertical shear force: Sv = wL2 (5.24)where w is the load per unit length acting on the beam at the re limit state and alsoa horizontal shear force from the membrane forces:Sh = no. rebarXn=1 As2 (5.25)Five of the six tests carried out on the Cardington building were on compartments withexternal beams and none of the edge beams appeared to be aected by torsional forces.Not all of the beams had re protection applied and although they did deect theyprovided sucient strength for the slab to transmit load through membrane action.5.5 Limitations of the design methodThere are a number of limitations to the proposed design method that has beenpresented. The assumptions made in Section 5.2.2 impose a number of limitationswhilst others are due to limits in the current theory. The three main limitations are:-1. Any bending or membrane strength in the concrete is currently ignored2. Proled decks are not explicitly dealt with3. Slab perimeter beams must be protected so their deection is low104
Bending and membrane strength of concreteIgnoring any bending or membrane strength in the concrete allows a conservativeestimation of the slab capacity to be determined. The eect of ignoring the concretecan best be quantied if the potential internal energy available in the slab is considered.This can be considered to consist of two components, the energy available in the steeland that in the concrete. As has been shown the calculation of the energy in the steelis relatively straightforward, this is helped by the fact that it can be assumed that allthe steel is at the one temperature. Given the relative volumes of the concrete andsteel the available potential energy in the concrete is extremely large even though it ismuch weaker than the steel. Calculation of the energy in the concrete is complicatedby a number of issues:1. the temperature in the concrete varies through the depth in the z-direction2. the stress and strain distribution varies in the x-, y- and z-directions3. cracking of the concrete will occurAs the concrete will crack at relatively low strains the majority of the concrete energywill be developed at small deections. After a crack has developed then that concretecan contribute no more energy and all of the internal energy will be developed in thesteel. The result of this is that for a required load capacity, by including the concreteenergy, the deection at which the slab can carry this load will be much lower than ifonly the steel contribution was considered. With regards to the re situation this isimportant when considering compartmentation issues. The highly complex stress-straindistribution which varies in three-dimensions means that calculation of the concreteinternal energy is only practical by computer. It is possible, however, to perform thenecessary calculations for the design method by hand when only steel is considered.It can therefore be concluded that the current method is suitable for calculation of aconservative value for the load capacity at the structural limit state.Proled deckingThe cubic equation Eqn. 4.100 for calculating the deection of the slab under thethermal loading currently assumes that the slab is of constant depth. In the situation105
where the oor is proled such as at Cardington then an approximation for the depthof the slab would need to be made. Bailey [40] assumes a depth based on the averageheight of the troughs and the ribs. Other types of proled decks such as dovetails mightbe better dealt with by assuming the slab to be the full depth of the rib. This wouldseem reasonable as the proling is much less signicant than in other types of deckingsystem.Including proled decks explicitly in an analytical solution is dicult. This is dueto the thermal loading which should be applied. The thermal loading depends on thetemperature distribution through a section and if a oor is proled then the temperaturedistribution can not be assumed to be only a function of the depth. To describeanalytically a thermal loading distribution where the load is a function varying in thex-, y- and z- directions would be extremely dicult and an approximation for averageloading values would be required.Slab perimeter beam protectionAlthough the design method presented allows some beams to be left withoutre protection applied it still requires beams on the perimeter of the slab beingconsidered to be protected. There are good reasons for this the most important beingcompartmentation issues. If beams deect signicantly then holes will develop in wallswhich would allow the escape of hot gases and ames. Fire could then spread tothe next compartment. However, the need for protection on these beams increasesconstruction costs. There is the cost and application of the materials themselves andthe need for a site engineer to verify that the correct beams have been protected. Ifthe wrong beams were protected then it could prove disastrous in the event of a re.Another issue stems from the possible need to increase the size of the compartmentperimeter beams to ensure they retain sucient strength. With no protection appliedthey would quickly reach high temperatures and become very weak. Removing theneed for protection on compartment perimeter beams would undoubtedly reduce costsand eliminate the potential danger of the wrong beams being protected, however, itmay not be possible given compartmentation requirements and the need to resize thebeams.
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Cooling capacityAs it stands the method can be applied to structures during the heating phase of a re.The structural behaviour during the cooling phase is equally complex and the issue ofwhether the calculated capacity is available at this time is extremely important. Asthe intensity of the re starts to reduces the compartment temperatures fall and thesteel beams will immediately start to cool. They will quickly regain strength. Theslab, however, will still be absorbing heat and trying to deect. This generates largetensile forces in the beams as they are forced to adopt the deection prole imposedby the slab. If the unprotected secondary beams are being relied upon to help carrythe required load then their connections must be capable of withstanding these tensileforces.5.6 ConclusionThe procedure presented in this chapter provides a robust and scientic method ofcalculating the membrane load capacity of a composite oor slab. Both the thermaland applied loads acting on the slab are considered and the ultimate load capacity ofthe slab calculated using an energy method. It is assumed that all of the load is carriedthrough membrane action in the steel reinforcement. Rather than impose geometricallimits such as span/20 a limiting value of mechanical strain is used to dene failure. Thecontribution of any unprotected secondary beams to the load capacity can be includedby treating them in a similar fashion to a reinforcing bar. Perimeter beams in internalcompartments may have an increased shear load at the beam-column connections dueto the change in the load transfer mechanism from one-way bending action to two-waymembrane action. This may require an increase in the connection strength. Similarly,an external edge beam will require the beam-column connections to be designed tocarry both the standard vertical shear force and also the additional horizontal shearforce due to the membrane forces in the slab.Currently compressive membrane action in areas of the oor with low deections arenot considered. Proled steel decks are not explicitly considered and it is necessary tomake an approximation for the depth and the temperature distribution through thesection. It is required that perimeter steel beams have protection applied, however, it107
may be possible to remove this if deections can be shown to be low and there are nocompartmentation issues.
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Chapter 6
Numerical Analysis of ConcreteFloor Slabs in Fire
6.1 IntroductionThe method presented in Chapter 5 for the analysis of composite oor slabs underthermal eects was developed entirely from structural mechanics. This chapter presentsthe results of a series of parametric studies that were carried out using numerical modelsof a range of slabs to determine how accurately the analysis method can predict thestructural behaviour of laterally restrained oor slabs.6.2 Slab properties6.2.1 GeometryA number of dierent slab geometries were considered. The rst model consisted of aone-way spanning slab with a span of 6m, the aim of this initial study was to investigatehow the theoretical solution deals with pure catenary action. This would providecondence that the method can accurately predict the load carried through tensilemembrane action such that any dierence in the solution for the two-way spanningslabs would be due to other load-carrying mechanisms or assumptions in obtaining thesolution. 109
Two dierent geometries were analysed for the two-way spanning slabs. Firstly a square6m x 6m slab was modelled. Subsequently a 6m x 9m slab was analysed to provide aslab with a larger aspect ratio. A standard A142 mesh was used for all analyses andthe slab depth was kept constant at 100mm.6.2.2 LoadingTo ensure that the loading in the nite element model represented that which wouldoccur in reality it was separated into two stages. In stage one the dead and imposedloads were applied to the slab, in stage two the thermal load caused by the re wasapplied. The thermal load was represented by specifying the temperature distributionthrough the depth of the slab at the end of the re. To ensure that the highly non-linearnature of the temperature distribution was captured, the temperatures were speciedat twenty-one separate points through the depth of the slab, this gave a reading every5mm. During the analysis the temperature at each point increases linearly from zeroat the beginning to its nal value.The actual temperature distribution applied was that calculated previously in Section5.3.1. It is based on the Eurocode 1 parametric re and produced a temperaturevariation through the slab as shown in Fig. 6.1.The maximum temperature of the reinforcement that is reached in a re depends on itsposition within the slab. As the position of the reinforcement is lowered towards there exposed face the maximum temperature reached increases. Although it is unlikelythat in a re the reinforcement temperature would go above 400oC analyses were runwith temperatures up to 700oC to give condence over a wide range of temperatures.The reinforcement height was varied to give maximum temperatures between 100oCand 700oC in increments of 100oC.6.2.3 Material propertiesThe concrete was taken to have an ambient crushing strength of 30N/mm2. Variationof the concrete properties with temperature were based on the values given in Eurocode2 [5]. Reinforcement was taken as having an ambient yield stress of 460N/mm2 and110
Figure 6.1: Temperature distribution through a 100mm slabthe material properties were assumed to follow the rules given in Eurocode 2. For allanalyses the area of reinforcement was 142mm2/m.6.3 Numerical model6.3.1 Element selectionThe concrete slab was modelled using the S4R element. This is a four-noded shellelement with reduced integration. The steel reinforcing mesh was represented as asmeared layer i.e. of constant thickness equal to the area of one reinforcing bar dividedby its spacing.6.3.2 Material modelsSteelThe stress-strain curves of the reinforcing steel were described by inputing values ofstress and strain at discrete points along the curve over a range of temperatures at111
increments of 100oC. Between the dened temperature values the stress and strain areinterpolated linearly.ConcreteThe material model used to describe the concrete behaviour was the concretedamaged plasticity model [115] within the ABAQUS nite element package [116].It is a continuum, plasticity-based damage model that assumes the two main failuremechanisms of the concrete are tensile cracking and compressive crushing. Undercompression the stress-strain curve is linear up to the initial yield point. Beyond theultimate stress strain softening reduces the allowable compressive stress to zero. Thetensile portion of the behaviour is linear to the failure stress beyond which the crackswhich would develop are represented by strain-softening.If unloading occurs from a part of the stress-strain curve which has been aected bystrain-softening then the elastic stiness is reduced due to either tensile or compressiveplastic straining. This is dened by introducing a damage variable which is a functionof plastic strain and temperature.Typically concrete will fail in tension at a stress that is approximately 10% of itscompressive strength, however, the Eurocodes allow the tensile strength of concrete tobe ignored. To aid convergence in a numerical model it is often necessary to introducesome tension stiening to represent the transfer of load from the concrete to thereinforcement. This was done by dening a post-failure stress-strain relationship for theconcrete. The result of this was that once the concrete had reached its ultimate tensilestress this value was maintained regardless of the strain i.e. the concrete is assumedto be capable of transferring this stress across cracks. At large strains this introducesan articial strength to the system. With a reinforcement temperature below 400oC itwas possible to have a low failure tensile stress, 0.01N/mm2. This did not signicantlyaect the result as the majority of the strength came from the reinforcement. Athigher reinforcement temperatures, however, convergence became more dicult as thereinforcement which was being used to transfer load across the cracks was becomingweaker. To obtain a solution it became necessary to increase the tensile stress remainingacross any cracks to 0.1N/mm2. Although still a low value it becomes more signicant112
when the size of force which can be developed in the reinforcement is considered. Ittherefore became necessary to include the additional internal energy that this strengthintroduces to the system in some of the theoretical calculations so that a reasonablecomparison could be made between results.6.4 Analysis of a one-way spanning slabThe theoretical analyses using the energy method in Chapter 5 produced resultswhich closely followed those from the numerical models (see Figs. 6.2-6.8). Up to areinforcement temperature of 400oC the theory overpredicts the load capacity at lowerdeections. This is probably due to the sequence in which the loads are applied. Inthe theoretical solution the thermal load is applied rst and then the normal load isapplied whereas in the numerical model the thermal load is applied last.As the deections increase and the limiting deection (calculated from the thermalstrain plus the allowable mechanical strain of 2.5%) is reached the theoretical andnumerical results converge and the results agree very closely. This is demonstratedin Fig. 6.9 which shows the failure envelope of the slab i.e. membrane load capacityagainst reinforcement temperature. Values of the numerical load capacity were basedon the load required to achieve the limiting deection. The largest error between theresults occurs at a temperature of 400oC where the theory overpredicts the numericalresult for the ultimate load by 5%.Above 400oC the theory underpredicts the load capacity. This is because it wasnecessary to increase the tensile strength of the concrete to achieve convergence asdescribed in Section 6.3.2. The additional internal energy which this creates leads tothe dierence between the results. As the steel yield stress reduces with increasingtemperature the concrete contributes a higher percentage of the internal energy.Below a reinforcement temperature of 400oC the steel contributes 94% of the internalenergy, however, at higher temperatures this value reduces until at 700oC the steel iscontributing only 66%. Table 6.1 shows the percentage of the total energy content inthe numerical model that comes from the steel reinforcement at dierent reinforcementtemperatures, this is assuming that tensile yield has been reached over the entireconcrete section. 113
Temperature Limiting Theoretical ultimate Numerical ultimate Theoretical ultimate load/ Steel(oC) deection (mm) load (kN/m2) load (kN/m2) Numerical ultimate load energy (%)100 614 8.57 8.52 1.01 93.8200 621 8.66 8.55 1.01 93.8300 634 8.85 8.54 1.04 93.8400 641 8.94 8.49 1.05 93.8500 649 7.47 7.77 0.96 89.0600 658 4.32 5.63 0.77 82.6700 670 1.93 3.37 0.57 66.1Table 6.1: Summary of analyses of one-way spanning slabTo conrm that the error between the results was due to the concrete tensile strengtha second theoretical analysis with a reinforcement temperature of 700oC was carriedout which accounted approximately for the additional energy in the concrete. It wasassumed that the concrete had reached tensile yield throughout its entire depth. Theresults, which produced a close match to the numerical model, are shown in Fig. 6.8.Table 6.1 summarises the theoretical and numerical results. The errors between thetheoretical and numerical results are small and show that the theoretical design methodaccurately describes the tensile membrane behaviour of a one-way spanning compositeoor slab.
Figure 6.2: Load-deection relationship for one-way spanning slab with reinforcementtemperature of 100oC
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Figure 6.3: Load-deection relationship for one-way spanning slab with reinforcementtemperature of 200oC
Figure 6.4: Load-deection relationship for one-way spanning slab with reinforcementtemperature of 300oC 115
Figure 6.5: Load-deection relationship for one-way spanning slab with reinforcementtemperature of 400oC
Figure 6.6: Load-deection relationship for one-way spanning slab with reinforcementtemperature of 500oC 116
Figure 6.7: Load-deection relationship for one-way spanning slab with reinforcementtemperature of 600oC
Figure 6.8: Load-deection relationship for one-way spanning slab with reinforcementtemperature of 700oC 117
Figure 6.9: Failure envelope for a one-way spanning slab with a span of 6m6.5 Analysis of two-way spanning slabs6.5.1 Slab with an aspect ratio of 1The rst two-way spanning slab to be analysed was a 6m x 6m slab with lateral restraintalong all four boundaries.Deection responseSimilar trends to those seen in the analyses of the one-way spanning slab were observed.With reinforcement temperatures of 100oC and 200oC the theory overpredicted the loadat small deections as shown in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11 but as the limiting deection wasapproached the results converged and agreed well. Between 200oC and 400oC (see Figs.6.12 and 6.13) the results are virtually identical for all loads.Above a reinforcement temperature of 400oC there are dierences between thetheoretical and numerical results. This is due to the required increase in the concretetensile strength necessary to achieve convergence as described previously for theone-way spanning slab. Below 400oC the steel is contributing 98.5% of the internal118
Temperature Limiting Theoretical ultimate Numerical ultimate Theoretical ultimate load/ Steel(oC) deection (mm) load (kN/m2) load (kN/m2) Numerical ultimate load energy (%)100 614 14.23 14.00 1.02 98.5200 621 14.34 14.23 1.01 98.5300 634 14.51 14.92 0.97 98.5400 641 14.63 15.08 0.97 98.5500 649 12.22 14.22 0.86 81.0600 658 7.33 8.62 0.85 72.3700 670 3.11 5.31 0.59 52.1Table 6.2: Summary of analyses of two-way spanning slab with aspect ratio of oneenergy (assuming the entire section has reached tensile yield) but by 500oC this hasreduced to 81% and at 700oC the steel and concrete are contributing equally. Thismakes it dicult to draw a comparison between the results at such high temperatures.In addition, compressive membrane action will be occurring in regions of the slabwhere the deection is less than the slab depth. Due to the large deections of theslab, however, this will only contribute a small amount of the total load capacity. Atany given deection as the steel weakens the load capacity from compressive membraneaction will remain the same but as a percentage of the total it will increase as thetensile membrane capacity of the steel reduces due to degradation. It would appearfrom the results at lower temperatures (<400oC) that the contribution from compressivemembrane action is low and can therefore be ignored. The eect of these error sourcesare seen particularly in Fig. 6.16 where the numerical result for the load capacity is66% higher than the theoretical at the limiting deection. Unlike the one-way spanningslab it is not straightforward to account for the internal energy in the concrete as thestress pattern over the volume of the slab will be very complex with regions of bothtension and compression and so it could not be assumed that the entire section is attensile yield.Figure 6.17 shows the failure envelope for the 6m x 6m slab. There is close agreementbetween the theoretical and numerical results up to a temperature of 400oC. Beforedegradation of the steel begins to occur at 400oC the maximum error between thetheoretical and numerical results is only 3%, however, above this temperature the errorincreases due to the reasons given above. Table 6.2 summarises the results for thetwo-way spanning square slab.
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Figure 6.10: Load-deection relationship for two-way spanning slab with reinforcementtemperature of 100oC
Figure 6.11: Load-deection relationship for two-way spanning slab with reinforcementtemperature of 200oC 120
Figure 6.12: Load-deection relationship for two-way spanning slab with reinforcementtemperature of 300oC
Figure 6.13: Load-deection relationship for two-way spanning slab with reinforcementtemperature of 400oC 121
Figure 6.14: Load-deection relationship for two-way spanning slab with reinforcementtemperature of 500oC
Figure 6.15: Load-deection relationship for two-way spanning slab with reinforcementtemperature of 600oC 122
Figure 6.16: Load-deection relationship for two-way spanning slab with reinforcementtemperature of 700oC
Figure 6.17: Failure envelope for a two-way spanning slab with a span of 6m
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Reinforcement force responseExamining the forces in the reinforcement provides further condence that thetheoretical equations are capturing the structural behaviour of the slab. Figures6.18-6.22 show the forces in the reinforcement along the boundary of the slab atx=0.1L, 0.2L, 0.3L, 0.4L and 0.5L. Values are those found at the limiting deection(i.e. at "failure") and at all of the reinforcement temperatures considered.In Figs 6.19-6.22 the theoretical values closely follow the numerical values over the entirerange of reinforcement temperatures. At the limiting deection the reinforcement isin tension at all four of these positions and in the centre 60% of the slab yield hasbeen reached. As would be expected the forces reduce as degradation occurs. Fromthe graphs it can be seen that in the numerical model the forces are generally less thanthose produced by the theoretical solution. This is because at the large deectionscorresponding to a mechanical strain of 2.5% the theory overpredicts the strain i.e. fora given deection the theory will calculate a strain larger than that in the numericalmodel. As the stress-strain curve for the steel reinforcement is highly non-linear thisleads to the stresses being underpredicted in the numerical model. In obtaining thetheoretical solution the stress-strain curve was idealised as being elastic-plastic with aclearly dened yield point. In reality beyond a temperature of approximately 200oCthis is not the case. In this instance the values chosen for the theoretical solution haveled to the forces in the reinforcement being overestimated. This in turn would result inthe calculated internal energy being larger than it actually was. Although this couldlead to a non-conservative solution the results show that this is not the case as otherload carrying mechanisms are not considered so there is additional capacity which isbeing ignored.The only signicant dierence between the theoretical and numerical results occurs inthe corner of the slab. Figure 6.18 shows the forces at a position of 0.1L. Although thegeneral trend of the forces is followed the error is large. This is because in the corners theslab actually has signicant bending strength which comes from two sources; this areais restrained on two adjacent edges and subject to large compression forces developedfrom restrained thermal expansion. Calculating the stresses in the reinforcement basedpurely on membrane action will therefore lead to errors. The numerical results showthat the reinforcement is in tension up to a temperature of approximately 450oC. This124
is because the large deections the slab is undergoing result in the corners wantingto rise up but as they are restrained vertically they must stay in position leading tolarge hogging moments. Despite the dierence between the results in this section ofthe slab it will not signicantly aect the results of the theoretical analysis because themajority of the internal energy is developed in the reinforcement bars at tensile yield inthe middle section of the slab. Those bars at the edge of the slab contribute relativelylittle energy as their deections are much smaller.
Figure 6.18: Forces in reinforcement in square slab at x=0.1L6.5.2 Slab with an aspect ratio of 1.5The second slab to be analysed had dimensions of 6m x 9m giving an aspect ratio of1.5. All other variables such as the height and the temperature distribution remainedthe same as for the one-way spanning and the square two-way spanning slabs analysedpreviously.Deection responseThe failure envelope for a slab with an area of 6m x 9m is shown in Fig. 6.23. Atall temperatures the theoretical values for the ultimate load are always less than that125
Figure 6.19: Forces in reinforcement in square slab at x=0.2L
Figure 6.20: Forces in reinforcement in square slab at x=0.3L
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Figure 6.21: Forces in reinforcement in square slab at x=0.4L
Figure 6.22: Forces in reinforcement in square slab at x=0.5L
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predicted by the numerical model. With reinforcement temperatures of less than 400oCthe theoretical result is only 80% of the numerical value. The error between the twosets of results increases with temperature such that at 700oC the theoretical result isonly 42% of the numerical. These errors are much larger than for the slab with anaspect ratio of one and there are three principle reasons for the dierence:1. internal energy in the concrete2. compressive membrane action3. geometric assumptionsAt higher reinforcement temperatures some of the dierence is due to the internalenergy coming from the concrete as explained previously. This does not explain theerror at temperatures of 400oC or less, however, where the concrete contribution issmall (see Table 6.3). Compressive membrane action will be contributing to thedierence although it would appear from the analysis of the square slab that itscontribution is small primarily due to the very large deections involved. The principlesource of error are the equations used to describe the deected surface of the slabin Section 4.5.2. Although use of a double sine curve in Eq. 4.89 to represent thedeected shape is acceptable for a slab with an aspect ratio of one, as the aspect ratioincreases this introduces errors as the actual deected surface more closely resemblesthat of a `bathtub' as described by Paik [110]. Use of a sine curve underpredicts thedeections in certain regions of the slab which in turn leads to the internal energy beingunderpredicted as the calculated mechanical strains which create the internal energyare smaller in both directions. The errors introduced by the geometrical assumptionaccount for the majority of the 20% error between the results at temperatures of lessthan 400oC.It is noticeable that although the theoretical load capacity increases up to areinforcement temperature of 300oC, it then starts to fall. In contrast the loadcapacity of the square slab (see Fig. 6.17) increased up to 400oC and only started toreduce as degradation of the steel began. This is again due to the assumed geometricalshape and the underprediction of the internal energy as described above. At highertemperatures more of the deection is taken up by thermal strain. As the calculated128
Temperature Limiting Theoretical ultimate Numerical ultimate Theoretical ultimate load/ Steel(oC) deection (mm) load (kN/m2) load (kN/m2) Numerical ultimate load energy (%)100 614 9.77 12.02 0.81 98.5200 621 9.81 12.29 0.80 98.5300 634 9.85 12.49 0.79 98.5400 641 9.72 12.53 0.78 98.5500 649 8.17 11.63 0.70 81.0600 658 4.93 8.01 0.62 72.3700 670 2.02 4.85 0.42 52.1Table 6.3: Summary of analyses of two-way spanning slab with aspect ratio of 1.5deections, and therefore strains, are already smaller than they actually would be thisleads to greater errors in the internal energy. With increasing aspect ratio the eect ofthe geometric assumption would become more pronounced and the peak load capacitywould be predicted at increasingly lower temperatures.
Figure 6.23: Failure envelope for a two-way spanning slab with an aspect ratio of 1.5Reinforcement force responseThe eect of the assumption regarding the deected shape of the slab can clearly beseen when the forces in the reinforcement are examined. Initially the forces in thereinforcement spanning across the short span will be considered. Figures 6.24-6.28show the forces at x=0.0625L, 0.125L, 0.1875L, 0.25L and 0.5L respectively. In thecorner of the slab the response is similar to that seen in the square slab. The bending129
stiness in the corners causes tensile forces to develop in the reinforcement whereasthe theoretical method calculates compressive forces (Figs. 6.24-6.25). At a position of0.125L (Fig. 6.26) the calculated forces are virtually identical to those obtained fromthe numerical analyses, however, above 400oC they are underpredicted. This is becausethe theoretical deection at this point is less than that in the numerical model and,although this does not have such a signicant eect on the forces at low temperatures,at higher temperatures it does as more of the total strain consists of thermal strain.From a position approximately one-quarter of the way along the length the theoreticalforces and numerical forces are virtually identical as shown in Figs. 6.27-6.28.
Figure 6.24: Forces in reinforcement across short span of rectangular slab at x=0.0625LThe errors in the calculated deections also aects the forces in the reinforcementspanning across the long length of the slab. Figures 6.29-6.30 show the forces aty=0.083B and 0.167B respectively. It can be seen that compressive forces are beingpredicted whereas due to the bending stiness of the slab in the corner the reinforcementis actually in tension. At a position of y=0.25B the forces are again underpredicted asshown in Fig. 6.31. In this instance the calculated strains in the long span are not aslarge as they should be because the deected shape across the short span is not beingdescribed properly by the mathematics. If the theoretical equations were describinga `bathtub' shape then the strains and stresses across the long span would be larger.130
Figure 6.25: Forces in reinforcement across short span of rectangular slab at x=0.125L
Figure 6.26: Forces in reinforcement across short span of rectangular slab at x=0.1875L
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Figure 6.27: Forces in reinforcement across short span of rectangular slab at x=0.25L
Figure 6.28: Forces in reinforcement across short span of rectangular slab at x=0.5L
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Closer to the middle of the slab these eects are less noticeable because the deectionsare so large that yield has been reached regardless of the temperature of the steel (seeFigs. 6.32-6.33). However, although yield has been reached the calculated mechanicalstrain would be less than those from the numerical analyses resulting in not all of theinternal energy being accounted for. This would lead to the calculated load capacitybeing conservative.
Figure 6.29: Forces in reinforcement across long span of rectangular slab at x=0.083B6.6 ConclusionsThe following conclusions can be drawn from this study: The design method can accurately predict the load-deection response andultimate load capacity of a one-way spanning slab. The theoretical results for a two-way spanning slab with an aspect ratio of oneclosely match those from the numerical model. With increasing aspect ratio the error between the theoretical and numericalresults for a two-way spanning slab increase. This is due to assumptions made133
Figure 6.30: Forces in reinforcement across long span of rectangular slab at x=0.167B
Figure 6.31: Forces in reinforcement across long span of rectangular slab at x=0.25B
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Figure 6.32: Forces in reinforcement across long span of rectangular slab at x=0.333B
Figure 6.33: Forces in reinforcement across long span of rectangular slab at x=0.5B
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with regard to the deected surface shape of the slab and leads to the ultimateload being underpredicted. At low deections the load is overpredicted due to assumptions regarding thesequence of load application, however, this does not seem to aect the calculatedvalue for the ultimate load. The forces in the reinforcement can be accurately calculated for a slab with anaspect ratio close to one. Errors in the internal forces are introduced by the assumed deected shape whenthe aspect ratio increases above one. This leads to the calculated ultimate loadbeing less than that predicted by numerical modelling. Due to the high bending stiness of the slab in the corners the stresses in thereinforcement are not accurately calculated using the membrane stress equations.This error does not signicantly aect the result as this area contributes littleinternal energy. The structural behaviour is captured well over a large range of reinforcementtemperatures. It becomes more dicult to draw comparisons at higher temperatures due to theneed for higher concrete strengths to achieve convergence. This also has directimplications with regard to accurate numerical modelling of structural behaviourin re as the tensile stress-strain behaviour may have a signicant eect on theresults obtained.
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Chapter 7
Limit State Analysis of theCardington Fire Tests
7.1 IntroductionThe design method presented in Chapter 5 has been shown to produce results thatcompare well against those from numerical analyses of isolated slabs. In this chapterthe method will be used to analyse four of the six re tests that were carried out on theCardington building; the British Steel corner test, the British Steel oce demonstrationtest and both BRE tests. Neither the restrained beam or plane frame tests carried outby British Steel were appropriate to be analysed as they were primarily 2D tests ratherthan looking at the behaviour of a compartment.In carrying out the analyses there were two aims. The rst aim was to comparethe deections of the slab calculated using the design method against those thatoccurred during the re tests. This would provide an indication of how accuratelythe method could analyse a real re scenario as opposed to the computer models ithad previously been compared against. Secondly, the ultimate capacity of each testwas calculated based on the failure criterion specied in Section 5.3.3 i.e. a limitingmechanical strain of 2.5% is allowed to develop in the reinforcement. This was donefor a range of reinforcement temperatures so that a failure envelope of load capacityagainst reinforcement temperature could be drawn. If the applied load on a slab and the137
Member Section size Steel grade9m secondary beam 305 x 165 x 40UB S2759m primary beam 610 x 229 x 101UB S2756m primary beam 356 x 171 x 51UB S3559m perimeter beam 356 x 171 x 51UB S355Upper internal columns 254 x 254 x 89UC S355Lower internal columns 305 x 305 x 137UC S355Table 7.1: Primary members in Cardington frametemperature of the reinforcement are within this surface then a slab can be consideredto be safe. Outwith the limits of the surface the slab will be deemed to have failed.7.2 The Cardington BuildingThe Cardington test building was designed to represent an oce building typical ofthose found in any city centre. It was an eight-storey structure with a steel frame andcomposite concrete oors. In plan it had three bays by ve bays as shown in Figs. 7.1and 7.2. The building was designed as non-sway with wind resistance coming from acentral lift-shaft and two staircases at either end of the building. Stability was providedby bracing around these vertical concrete shafts.The main steel frame was designed for a gravity load consisting of a dead load of3.65kN/m2 and an imposed load of 3.5kN/m2. For design purposes the oor slab wasassumed to be continuous or simply-supported over the secondary beams, these wereat 3m centres and designed as simply-supported and acting compositely with the slab.Primary beams were designed in a similar manner. Shear studs ensured that compositeaction occurred between the beams and slab. Table 7.1 shows the section sizes andstrengths of the primary steel members.Connections consisted of exible end plates for beam-column connections and n platesfor beam-beam connections. Design was based on the assumption that they weresimply-supported and so transmitted shear but no moment. There was a large amountof rotational restraint, however, due to the composite action with the slab. At theconnection this causes compressive forces in the beam and tensile forces in the slab138
generating a large hogging moment. The connection is therefore semi-rigid rather thansimply-supported [10].
Figure 7.1: Plan of Cardington test building showing location of the British Steel retests [?]
Figure 7.2: Plan of Cardington test building showing location of the BRE re tests [?]The oor system consisted of a steel deck acting compositely with lightweight concrete.It was anisotropic due to the ribs which ran along its length and was designed as one-wayspanning perpendicular to the secondary beams. The overall depth was 130mm with atrough depth of 60mm. A standard A142 mesh was provided to ensure cracking did notoccur. For design the depth of 130mm was used, however, the depth varied signicantlyover the building due to `ponding'. Based on surveys of three sections of the building itwas found that the maximum thickness was 173mm with the minimum thickness being124mm [117]. Overall approximately 15% of the building had a oor area below the139
design thickness.Although designed as a series of independent and determinate members, whenconstructed the entire building was highly indeterminate [10]. This allowed the loadcarrying behaviour of the building to change when it is in a re with the mostsignicant change being in the slab. At ambient conditions the slab was designed forexure and acting as one-way spanning with the ribs giving a much higher stiness inone direction than the other. In a re as the behaviour moves from small-deectionto large-deection the slab isotropy of the slab needs to be dened in terms of thereinforcement rather than the deck geometry. In the Cardington frame a standardA142 anti-cracking mesh was used which would result in the slab membrane behaviourbeing isotropic as the mesh areas are equal both parallel and perpendicular to the ribs.Tests of the steel used for the primary and secondary beams showed that the actualyield stresses were 308N/mm2 for the Grade 43 (S275) and 390N/mm2 for the Grade50 (S355) steel. After 28-days the average crushing strength of the concrete was47.1N/mm2 [118]. It was assumed that the mesh reinforcement used had an ambientyield stress of 460N/mm2 and a Young's modulus of 210kN/mm2.7.3 Analysis of Cardington Fire TestsA summary of the theoretical results is contained in Table 7.2. The load capacity givenin the table assumes that the reinforcement was at a peak temperature of 170oC inall four tests. There is a lack of data regarding the temperature of the reinforcement,however, it is accepted that it did not go above 400oC. The values in the table referto the membrane load capacity of the slab only and do not consider any strength thatwould come from the secondary beams. Of the four tests analysed the only one thatwas near to failure was the BRE large compartment test. All of the other tests had areserve capacity of at least 37%.7.3.1 British Steel Corner TestIn this test a typical corner compartment measuring 10m x 7.6m was studied (see Fig.7.1). Within the compartment there were two primary beams (one internal and one140
BS Corner BS Demonstration BRE Corner BRE Large CompartmentShort span (m) 7.6 9 6 9Long span (m) 10 9 9 21Test load (kN/m2) 5.48 5.48 5.48 5.48Load capacity (kN/m2) 8.70 9.35 9.84 5.75Load/load capacity(%) 63.0 58.6 55.7 95.3Test deection (mm) 428 640 269 557Theoretical deection (mm) 547 566 382 860Table 7.2: Summary of theoretical analysis of Cardington re testsexternal) and three secondary beams (one external and two internal). Fuel came fromwooden cribs providing a load of 45kg/m2. A maximum atmospheric temperature of1,028oC was measured and a maximum steel temperature of 1,020oC.The perimeter beams had ceramic bre applied which limited their temperature rise.A maximum temperature of 250oC was recorded on the lower ange whilst the weband upper ange were at temperatures of less than 200oC. As most of their ambientstrength was retained the external beams still provided a high degree of lateral andvertical restraint. All of the internal beams were left unprotected. Internal walls werebuilt of lightweight concrete blockwork which would provide vertical restraint. For theanalysis the dimensions of the slab were therefore taken as being 10m x 7.6m.At a reinforcement temperature of 170oC the membrane capacity of the slab wascalculated to be 8.7kN/m2, with a total load of 5.48kN/m2 the slab was only at 63%of its limit capacity. During the test the maximum slab deection was measured as428mm. In comparison the theory predicted a deection of 547mm would be neededto carry the applied load.The dierence between the experimental and theoretical results would be expected whenthe geometry of the test compartment is examined. There is a protected internal columnat grid location E2 at a point 6m x 9m from the corner of the building. As this retainedits strength it would provide a single point source of restraint to vertical deections.If we consider the result from the BRE Corner Test the required theoretical deectionfor a 6m x 9m compartment with good vertical restraint along all four boundaries was382mm. The deection for the British Steel test was higher than this because althoughthe column provided restraint the primary and secondary beams that come o it arebeing heated and so cannot provide the same level of vertical restraint as the blockworkwall in the BRE test. 141
Figure 7.3 contains a plot showing the load capacity of the slab against thereinforcement temperature. Indicated on the chart is the actual load being carried andit shows that during the test the slab was well within the theoretical failure envelope.The membrane capacity increases from 8.62kN/m2 at ambient to 8.80kN/m2 at 400oC.Above 400oC the capacity decreases as the steel degrades and loses strength. Beyonda reinforcement temperature of approximately 550oC the slab would not be able tocarry the applied load within the 2.5% mechanical strain limit imposed.
Figure 7.3: Failure envelope of British Steel Corner TestThe required deection of the slab at various reinforcement temperatures to carry thetest load of 5.48kN/m2 is shown in Fig. 7.4. Up to 400oC the response is linear andthen as degradation occurs becomes increasingly non-linear.Computer modelling has shown that in a rectangular compartment the tensilemembrane action across the shorter span develops before, and carries more load, thanthat across the longer span [9,13]. This trend is captured by the design theory. Figure7.5 shows the mechanical strain in the centre of the slab in each span required tocarry the test load of 5.48kN/m2 for various temperatures. It can be seen that themechanical strain in the short span is always the larger and is approximately doublethat in the long span. This would be expected due to the need for compatibility. Inthe long span the total strain is less than that in the short span leading to smaller142
Figure 7.4: Temperature-deection relationship of British Steel Corner Test for testload of 5.48kN/m2mechanical strains. As the internal work done is a function of the mechanical strainit can therefore be concluded that the most ecient method of increasing the loadcapacity of the slab would be to increase the amount of reinforcement across the shortspan.As the temperature of the reinforcement increases from ambient the mechanical strainrequired at the centre of the slab to be able to support the test load reduces in bothspans. In the short span the minimum mechanical strain occurs at a temperature of200oC, however, in the long span it occurs at 400oC. This pattern is again due tothe eects of compatibility. Figure 7.4 showed that as the reinforcement temperatureincreased from ambient to 400oC the required deection to carry the test load increasedfrom 496mm to 574mm. The corresponding increase in total strain across the centre ofthe slab is less than the increase in thermal strain which results in smaller mechanicalstrains. Up to a temperature of 500oC there is only a slight variation in the mechanicalstrains. Beyond this temperature they start to increase with the increase in the shorterspan being larger than that in the long span by approximately 80%. This is again dueto compatibility and shows that the reinforcement in the shorter span is contributingmore internal energy than that in the long span.143
Figure 7.5: Temperature-mechanical strain relationship for British Steel Corner Testfor test load of 5.48kN/m27.3.2 British Steel Demonstration TestRather than using wooden cribs as a fuel, this test used real oce furniture with anequivalent re load to 45kg/m2. This produced a maximum atmosphere temperature of1,213oC and a maximum unprotected steel temperature of 1,100oC. The total enclosedarea of the compartment was 180m2 but the geometry was highly irregular (see Fig.7.1). Protection was applied to all columns and beam-column connections.For the analysis the section of the compartment between gridlines D and E was chosen.It was treated as being 9m square. In comparison with the other tests studied thisone did not have such a clearly dened panel to analyse. Although the primarybeam along gridline E had a low load ratio it was at an extremely high temperature(approximately 1,000oC) due to the severity of the re and deected by 600mm duringthe test. Similarly the external edge beam deected, though only by 100mm. Internallyvertical support came from the blockwork wall used to create the compartment.A maximum theoretical load capacity of 9.35kN/m2 was calculated which means thatthe slab was only using 59% of its capacity. During the test the maximum recorded144
deection in the section being analysed was 640mm. Using the analytical methodthe deection required to carry the applied load was 566mm. When analysing theother Cardington tests the analytical method has generally over-predicted the deectionrequired to carry the applied load when being applied to two-way spanning slabs. Inthis instance the deection was under-predicted. Given the actual support conditionsin the test, however, this is not surprising as the deection of the internal primary beamwas such that vertical restraint was only available on three of the slab boundaries. Ifthe internal beam had been providing stronger vertical support then the test deectionswould have been smaller and closer to the theoretical value.
Figure 7.6: Load capacity of British Steel Demonstration TestFigure 7.6 showing the ultimate load capacity of the slab against reinforcementtemperature follows a similar pattern to that of the British Steel Corner Test. Up to atemperature of 400oC the load capacity increases but above that temperature materialdegradation reduces the capacity. The maximum reinforcement temperature capableof supporting the test load is approximately 570oC.If the reinforcement temperature is increased from ambient to 400oC the deectionrequired to carry the test load increases from 546mm to 613mm as shown in Fig. 7.7.This is an increase of 12.3%. In comparison the required increase for the British SteelCorner Test was 15.7%. This shows the benet of having a smaller aspect ratio, much145
more ecient use can be made of the reinforcement as both spans contribute equallyto carrying load.
Figure 7.7: Temperature-deection relationship of British Steel Demonstration Test fortest load of 5.48kN/m2Figure 7.8 shows the mechanical strain against temperature for the Demonstration Test.The required mechanical strain is at a minimum at a temperature of 200oC. At 500oCthere is a sharp increase in the rate of change of mechanical strain due to materialdegradation and the 2.5% limiting mechanical strain is reached at a temperature of570oC.7.3.3 BRE Corner TestThe rst BRE test consisted of a 6m x 9m compartment in the corner of the buildingbetween the second and third oors (see Fig. 7.2). Wooden cribs on the oor provideda re load of 40kg/m2. For a modern oce building this is an extremely high re loadas it is within the 90% fractile [119]. A maximum recorded atmosphere temperatureof 1051oC was reached after 102 minutes. The fully exposed secondary beam inthe centre of the compartment reached a maximum temperature of 903oC. The wallsused to construct the compartment provided vertical restraint along three of the fourboundaries. These also served to shield the beams above them which were all left146
Figure 7.8: Temperature-mechanical strain relationship for British Steel DemonstrationTest for test load of 5.48kN/m2unprotected from the re. The external beam on gridline F was built into the brickworkwall and so was unaected by the re as it only reached very low temperatures.Non-uniform temperature distributions in the internal beams on gridlines 3 and Edue to the steel-stud partitions resulted in lateral deections due to thermal bowing.On the fourth wall on gridline 4 two windposts provided vertical restraint to the edgebeam. The vertical restraint provided by the compartment boundaries and the lowtemperatures of the beams mean that the test boundary conditions will closely resemblethose that are assumed for the design method i.e. vertical and translational restraint.Figure 7.9 shows the membrane load capacity of the slab for various reinforcementtemperatures, it can be seen that the slab had a signicant reserve load capacity beforefailure would occur. Below a steel reinforcement temperature of 400oC the membraneload capacity of the compartment was found to be approximately 9.84kN/m2. This isonly 56% of the load that it was carrying and is the lowest utilisation factor of the fourtests analysed. At the applied load level the maximum reinforcement temperature thatcould be allowed would be approximately 570oC.It is interesting to note that the load capacity peaks at 300oC and then starts to fall.147
This is unlike the behaviour of all the other tests where the theoretical capacity peakedat 400oC and is probably due to the aspect ratio of the slab. As explained in Section4.5.4 the theoretical equations used to describe the deected shape, stress and straindistributions lose accuracy with increasing aspect ratio. In this test this causes theload capacity to be under-predicted as the internal energy is not fully accounted for.This has more eect at higher temperatures where larger thermal strains cause themechanical tensile strains and hence internal energy in the slab to be under-calculatedaway from the centre of the slab hence why the load capacity at 400oC is less than at300oC.Based on an assumed reinforcement temperature of 170oC the required theoreticaldeection to carry the actual slab load of 5.48kN/m2 was 382mm, the maximumdeection reached in the test was 269mm. There will be two principal reasons for thedierence; rstly, the underprediction of the internal work done due to the limitationsdescribed in the theoretical equations and secondly, the theory does not properlyaccount for the arching action that will occur due to compressive membrane forcesin areas of the slab that have small deections. To compensate a larger deection willbe required to be able to carry a given load. The secondary beam spanning alongthe length of the compartment would have a small amount of load capacity but at atemperature of over 900oC its strength has been reduced to only 6% of that at ambient.Figure 7.10 shows that if the reinforcement temperature is increased from 0 to 400oCthe deection required to carry the test load increased from 352mm to 456mm, a changeof 29.5%. This is much larger than that seen in any of the other tests and is due tothe aspect ratio of the slab. The British Steel Corner Test had an aspect ratio of 1.3whereas this test has an aspect ratio of 1.5. This is having a signicant eect on thestructural behaviour and load carrying mechanism.Mechanical strains in Fig. 7.11 follow a similar pattern to those of the British SteelCorner Test with the strains acros the short span being much larger than those acrossthe long span. Examining the rate of change of mechanical strains (see Fig. 7.12)clearly illustrates the eect of the aspect ratio on the structural response. If the steel isat a high enough temperature that it starts to degrade the rate of change of mechanicalstrain increases and there is a marked dierence between the two directions with therate of change of mechanical strain in the long span being only 32.2% that found in148
Figure 7.9: Load capacity of BRE Corner Test
Figure 7.10: Temperature-deection relationship of BRE Corner Test for test load of5.48kN/m2
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the short span. The dierence here is much more pronounced than for the British SteelCorner Test where the corresponding value was 57.0%. This is again due to the largeraspect ratio of the BRE test.
Figure 7.11: Temperature-mechanical strain relationship for BRE Corner Test for testload of 5.48kN/m27.3.4 BRE Large Compartment TestThis test was conducted across the entire width of the building (21m) and over twobays (18m) giving a total area of 340m2. Internally the compartment was createdby constructing a stud-partition with 15mm deection allowance as had been used inthe BRE corner test. The wall was built 0.5m before gridline C which meant thatthe primary beams along this gridline were outwith the re compartment. Woodencrates with an equivalent re load of 40kg/m2 were used as a fuel source, however, theywere situated far apart which meant they burned individually rather than as one afterashover had occurred. The result of this was that the re was less severe than that ofthe BRE corner test with a maximum recorded atmosphere temperature of 763oC. Amaximum steel temperature of 691oC was measured.For the purpose of the analysis the 9m x 21m section between gridlines B and C was150
Figure 7.12: Rate of change of mechanical strain with temperature for BRE CornerTest for test load of 5.48kN/m2chosen (see Fig. 7.2). The section was treated as one-way spanning due to the largeaspect ratio of 2.33. At this ratio the load carrying capacity in the long span across thewidth of the building will be small in comparison to that of the small span. Althoughthe wind posts attached to the edge beams will limit deections at either end of thecompartment resulting in load being carried through arching of the slab, over themajority of the slab the load carrying mechanism will be tensile catenary action acrossthe short span.The primary beams along gridlines B and C were designed with a low load ratio [?].As the compartment stopped short of gridline C those beams were not heated and thusretained their full strength and could provide vertical support. Although the beamson gridline B were heated their low load ratio, and in comparison with the other testsrelatively low temperature, meant that deections were small. In the 9m central spana deection of 60mm was recorded whilst in the 6m outer spans it was only 45mm.Of the four tests analysed this was the one closest to failure. The calculated loadcapacity of the slab at a reinforcement temperature of 170oC was only 5.75kN/m2 whichmeant that the slab was using 95% of its available strength. Figure 7.13 illustrates151
Figure 7.13: Load capacity of BRE Large Compartment Testhow close the slab was to failure. In comparison with the other tests a much lowerreinforcement temperature of 440oC would have resulted in failure. During the testa maximum vertical deection of 557mm was measured. This is smaller than thecalculated deection of 860mm required to hold the applied load. The dierence is dueto the additional capacity of the secondary beams. In the other three tests analysed theunprotected steel beams reached temperatures which would reduce their yield stress toless than 6% of their ambient strength, with this level of degradation any contributionfrom the beams would be small. At the maximum temperature of 691oC recorded inthis test, however, they would have a reduced, but nonetheless important, contributionto make to carrying load. This will be considered later.Figure 7.14 shows that no increase in deection is needed to carry the test load if thereinforcement temperature is increased from 0oC up to 400oC. This is because in a1-way spanning slab, once the thermal strain has been overcome and yield has beenreached the rate of change of internal work done, and hence the load carrying capacity,increases at the same rate for a given deection assuming the yield stress has notreduced. Above 400oC the gradient of the line is much higher (by approximately threetimes) than in the other tests. This is because the slab is at such a high percentage ofits load capacity. 152
Figure 7.14: Temperature-deection relationship of BRE Large Compartment Test fortest load of 5.48kN/m2As the required deection to carry the test load does not change up to a temperature of400oC the mechanical strain reduces as can be seen in Fig. 7.15. It is however alwaysclose to the 2.5% limiting mechanical strain used to dene failure. The limiting strainis reached at a temperature of only 440OC which is much lower than any of the othertests.Contribution of unprotected secondary beamsIf the beams are considered to be pin-ended, thus ignoring any rotational restraint givenby the slab, then their capacity at any deection is easily calculated. This can then beadded to the capacity of the slab. It was assumed that the secondary beams were ata temperature of 693oC and that there was no variation in the temperature over thebeam section. For this test the deection required for the slab-beam system to be ableto carry the applied load was calculated as 576mm. This result is much closer to themaximum test deection of 557mm.Figure 7.16 contains a revised load capacity envelope for the test including the capacityof the beams. It shows that even though the beam is at a temperature of just below700oC it can carry approximately twice the load of the slab at the maximum allowable153
Figure 7.15: Temperature-mechanical strain relationship for BRE Large CompartmentTest for test load of 5.48kN/m2deection. Adding the contribution of the beams to that of the slab calculatedpreviously increases the ultimate capacity of the oor system to 15.7kN/m2 at areinforcement temperature of 170oC. This would mean that the whole system wasusing only 35.4% of its available capacity.Although it is straightforward to calculate the contribution of the beam it is not withouterror. In this instance the maximum temperature of the beam was 691oC. At such a hightemperature the majority of the beams deection will be caused by thermal strains andany mechanical strains will be relatively small. However, due to the highly non-linearstress-strain curve at this temperature a small error in the mechanical strain can give alarge variation in the mechanical stress that should be used for any calculation. This isnot so critical for the steel reinforcement in the slab, being at a much lower temperaturethe stress-strain curve is less non-linear and the ratio of thermal strain to mechanicalstrain is smaller so any errors arising from this will not be so signicant.
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Figure 7.16: Load capacity of BRE Large Compartment Test including secondarybeams7.4 ConclusionsFour of the six Cardington tests have been analysed and it has been shown that theyall had a signicant reserve of strength available. The three two-way spanning analyses(both British Steel tests and the BRE corner test) were using between 56 and 63% oftheir available capacity. No account was taken of the capacity of any secondary beamsin these tests as they were at such high temperatures that their strength was negligible.The only test that was close to failure was the BRE large compartment test where theslab was at 95% of its theoretical ultimate capacity. This was because the load wasbeing carried through one-way catenary action due to the geometry of the test layout.Lower temperatures meant that the secondary beams did not degrade as much as inthe other tests and so contributed signicant strength to the oor system. Had thetemperatures in the test been nearer to those of the other tests then the slab mighthave failed.It was found that the reinforcement in the short span was contributing more to theload carrying capacity than that in the long span. This is because at any deection thestrain in the short span will be larger than in the long span resulting in more internal155
energy. The most ecient method therefore of increasing the membrane load capacityof a laterally restrained slab would be to increase the area of reinforcement across theshort span.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 IntroductionThe research described in the preceding chapters investigated the membrane behaviourof composite oor slabs in re, in particular theoretical methods of describing theirstructural response. This chapter summarises the work and provides guidelines forpossible further research.8.2 Conclusions The SCI design guidance for composite buildings in re has not altered theambient failure mechanism and does not consider restraint to thermal expansion.It does, however, provide a quick method for an engineer to use in a design oce. The HERA design guide considers the contribution of unprotected secondarybeams to the plastic moment capacity of the slab, however, in doing so theyignore the eects of restrained thermal expansion. Analytical methods describing the structural behaviour of beams and platesunder thermal loading were developed. These produced accurate results for thedeections and membrane stresses when compared against those from numericalmodels. Thermal expansions forces were dealt with better than thermal bendingmoments. 157
 The stress-strain distribution in a plate can vary signicantly depending on theaspect ratio of the plate and the temperature distribution through its depth. Thisagrees with earlier computational work at the University of Edinburgh studyingthe eect of temperature distribution on the structural behaviour of compositeslabs. The theoretical solution for the thermal behaviour of plates captured thiswell. The most accurate results were obtained for plates with an aspect ratio of one.As the aspect ratio was increased errors were introduced due to the equationdescribing the deected shape. A design method was developed to calculate the membrane load capacity ofcomposite oor slabs in re. It considered the temperature distribution throughthe depth of the slab and the stress and strain distribution due to the thermalloading. An energy method was used to determine the load capacity. It was assumed that all of the load was carried through the steel reinforcing bars.Any contribution from compressive membrane action or bending capacity of theconcrete was ignored. Ignoring these additional load carrying mechanisms willlead to a conservative result. Failure of the slab was dened as being when a limiting mechanical strain wasreached in any of the reinforcing bars. These were based on values given in theEurocodes that specify a limit of 2.5% for normal ductility steel and 5% for highductility steel. Secondary beams along an internal edge of a slab panel may require the shearcapacity of the beam-column connections to be increased. This is due tothe change in the load transfer mechanism from one-way bending to two-waymembrane leading to a redistribution of the loads. The beam-column connections of an external beam will have a horizontal shearforce due to the membrane forces as well as the usual vertical shear force. Thisdouble shear action should be considered in the design. When compared against results from numerical analyses the design method canpredict the load-deection response of one-way slabs and two-way spanning slabs158
with an aspect ratio close to one. The ultimate load capacity was accuratelypredicted based on the assumed failure criterion of a limiting mechanical strain. With an aspect ratio greater than one the ultimate load capacity was underpredictedin comparison with the numerical results. This is due to the error inthe description of the deected shape leading to the internal energy beingunderpredicted. Four of the six Cardington tests were analysed using the proposed design method.All were found to have a signicant reserve capacity. The theoretical deectionscalculated to be necessary to carry the test loads agreed well with those recordedduring the tests. The British Steel Corner Test was found to have an ultimate load capacity of8.70kN/m2. During the test the panel was at 63.0% of capacity. The British Steel Demonstration Test was found to have an ultimate load capacityof 9.35kN/m2. During the test the panel was at 58.6% of capacity. The BRE Corner Test was found to have an ultimate load capacity of 9.84kN/m2.During the test the panel was at 55.7% of capacity. The BRE Large Compartment Test was found to have an ultimate load capacityof 15.7kN/m2. During the test the panel was only at 35.4% of capacity. In both British Steel tests and the BRE Corner Test the beams were at very hightemperatures and did not contribute to the load capacity. For the BRE LargeCompartment Test the beams were extremely signicant. Ignoring the beamcontribution gave a load capacity of only 5.75kN/m2. Had the beams achievedthe same high temperatures as in the other tests then this test would have beenusing 95.3% of capacity and would have been very close to failure.8.3 Recommendations for further workThere are many areas which need to be further researched with regards to the designmethod presented in this thesis. It was found that with an aspect ratio greater thanone errors were introduced due to the equation used to describe the deected shape159
of the slab. This was necessary to achieve a close form solution which can be easilysolved without the need for an iterative technique. It would be possible to use empiricalfactors to improve the stress-strain distribution as has been done previously for bucklingof plates by Paik [110]. The results at the moment are conservative in comparison withthe numerical models, however, the degree of conservatism could be reduced. In doingso it would need to be veried that this was not leading to results which overestimatedthe slabs capacity.As it stands it can be a time consuming procedure to obtain a result using the designmethod. Particularly for two-way spanning slabs where every reinforcing bar requiresan individual calculation. There is a computer programme in development which wouldallow a result to be obtained quickly and eciently. At the moment it is capable ofcarrying out the calculations involved in stage 1 of the method to determine the designre and the resulting temperature distribution through the slab. This needs to beextended to include stages 2 and 3 for the structural part of the analysis.For typical slab sizes it would be straightforward to produce a series of design charts.These would detail the ultimate load capacity against reinforcement temperature fora range of slabs sizes and reinforcement arrangements and would allow an engineer toquickly determine the ultimate load capacity in a re of a slab.The numerical modelling undertaken in this research was limited. A more extensiveseries of analyses needs to be undertaken which would look at a wider range of variablessuch as the temperature distribution through the slab, a more extensive range ofgeometries, the eect of proled decks and the level of restraint required to achievethe assumed boundary conditions. However, the real test of the method would be incomparison with experimental results. These would need to be carried out on slabswith boundary conditions representative of those found in a real building and carriedthrough to collapse. Until this happens it will be very dicult to determine the degreeof safety in the method and to properly answer the question of when failure has beenreached.
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